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A fundamental component of a
riserless well intervention pressure
control system is the lubricator. This
effectively forms the barrier between
the well inside and the seawater
outside while allowing the wire to
pass through its body.
The barrier is made up of a variety
of flexible diaphragms but it is the
grease injected into the lubricator
that effectively makes up the seal
and stops seawater ingress into the
well.
Logan industries has recently
delivered a subsea grease injection
unit as part of a complete wireline
pressure control system for a major
subsea oil and gas company.

Join us on booth #207

C-KORE’S 500TH SUBSEA TESTING UNIT DEPLOYED

So far C-Kore tools have been
responsible for the installation of
40 assets (umbilicals) and have
been used to find more than 200
faults in existing subsea fields.
The company is pleased to have
continued to grow its customer

The company supplies a range of
testing tools. The C-Kore Cable
Monitor units saves customers
significant time and money
by providing quick
and
accurate readings on the
insulation resistance
and continuity of
electrical lines. The
Subsea TDR unit
localizes faults with an
accu-racy of 15cm, and
the Sensor Monitor
can read wellhead sensors
directly,
without
a controls
package. C-Kore’s
latest development, an

C-Kore Systems is the recipient
of both a Subsea UK Innovation
and Technology award and twice
the coveted Queen’s Award for
Enterprise, in both the Innovation
and Export categories.

"This unit sits atop the stack,
but is clamped to the lubricator
joint, so it doesn’t exceptionally
increase the stack height ," said
Carey.
"It has the usual gauges and
hotstabs needed to manipulate
and control where the grease
comes from and where it goes,
but what is attractive are the
special subsea reservoirs we have
built into it. We have provided a
way to allow the operator, via a
quick ROV camera glance, to see
how much grease is left in the
system while deployed on the
subsea stack. "

ROBOTIC VALVE
CONTROLLER
Since February 2020, TechnipFMC’s
all-electric Robotic Valve Controller
(RVC) – the world’s first – has been
successfully operating the valves and
chokes of a subsea water and gas
injection manifold for the Petrobras
Tupi pre-salt field in the Santos Basin
off the coast of Rio de Janeiro.

As BOPs have grown larger in size
over the last century, the weight
has negatively impacted the
working life of wellheads.
Wellhead fatigue happens when
cyclic loading is transferred by the
BOP stack, which is coupled to the
marine riser and drilling rig; its
movements cause the loads to be
proportional to the weight of the

The all-electric RVC is part of a
contract to deliver a couple of robotic
operated manifolds to Petrobras for
its pre-salt initiatives.

Jan De Nul has launched its Offshore
Installation Vessel Les Alizés at the
CMHI Haimen shipyard in China. This
vessel will be the largest Heavy Lift
Vessel in Jan De Nul’s fleet, able to
install XXL offshore wind components,
in floating conditions and with ultralow emissions.

As a resident subsea device, it reduces
the OPEX associated with ROV
manifold operations. In the unlikely
event of an operational issue, the RVC
is ROV retrievable/replaceable and
manifold operation is fully maintained.

The final phase will see the vessel’s
construction, sea trials and delivery in
the second half of this year in time for
her first assignment in Germany for
the construction of Gode Wind 3 and
Borkum Riffgrund 3 Offshore Wind
Farms, transporting and installing 107
monopile foundations for the offshore
wind major Ørsted.

The robotic all-electric technology
offers more reliable, autonomous
and intelligent field operations. It
was developed with the objective
to reduce the cost of the manifold
and resulted in a side effect of
substantially lowering the overall
carbon footprint and greenhouse gas
emissions to fabricate and deliver
these structures.

Les Alizés is equipped with a crane
having a lifting capacity of 5000 tons
and equally impressive lifting heights.
Following her order at the end
of 2019, the design of Les Alizés
has been further fine-tuned. The
vessel is taking shape thanks to the
investments in innovative mission

The RVC was designed, produced
and assembled at TechnipFMC’s
manufacturing plant in Rio de Janeiro.

field, the WLR system increased
the operational window of the rig,
opening the watch circle from 8 m
to 53 m, allowing the feasibility of
operations,” Rocha said.
The operation successfully
demonstrated and achieved the
purpose of the project to minimize
the loads on the wellhead with a

red alert of 15 m minimum in a rig
drift-off situation.
“The WLR system has been used
on over 46 individual wells in
over nine different subsea fields,”
Ulland said. “Both in the North
Sea and in the waters off Brazil,
WLR has demonstrated its efficacy
in the field, and subsequent
successful installations prove its
appropriateness for a range of
subsea environments.

The WLR system enables the DP rig
to perform operations in adverse
weather conditions, allowing drilling
and workover activities to continue.

In a 2021 OTC paper written by
Oceaneering’s Gunnar Ulland,
Gunnar Hilsen, and Stefano Croatto
called, “Mitigating Wellhead Fatigue
While Reducing HSE Risk, Deck
Spread, Deployment Time, and Crew
Size,” the authors cite studies which
have shown that tethering the BOP
has been proven to reduce the
motion of the BOP stack above the
wellhead to levels that limit cyclic
loading and the bending moment
load to improve fatigue life.

An anchor installed subsea at a Brazilian project site.
Oceaneering’s Wellhead Loaf Relief
(WLR) system is based on securely
tethering the BOP with steel
tethers to anchors on the seabed
or, where an integrated template
structure is used, to attachment
points on the structure.

of a surface casing weld on a West
of Shetland wellhead demonstrated
the understanding of dynamic
loading on subsea wellheads as
a failure load. Yet, it wasn’t until
2012, that the industry set up a
joint project to assess and mitigate
this wellhead fatigue and waveinduced loading, the paper authors
noted.

In 1981, the structural fatigue failure

The WLR tensioner combines a
unique hydraulic spooling unit
with a hydraulic lock-and-pull
mechanism to enable the ROV
to pull tethers from slack to a
maximum tension of 35 tonnes.
The system has a capacity of 70
tons per tensioner and can, when
combined, withstand even higher
loads e.g., in a drift-off situation.
These anchoring operations are
often time-critical, so installation
and removal must be carried out
quickly. On multi-slot templates
and BOP jumping, it is critical that
the tethering system is simple to
release, unhook, rearrange, and
re-tension.

An Oceaneering Magnum work class ROV conducts a fly by of tensioners in use
at a field in the Norwegian Continental Shelf

using the same equipment, the same
sensor references, the same methods
of qualification and calibration, the
same data formats and the same
maintenance procedures.

The European Multidisciplinary
Seafloor and water column
Observatory (EMSO) is the European
network of seabed and water column
observatories formed under the
European Research Infrastructure
Consortium (ERIC). Its main objective
is to conduct studies of the impact
of global warming on the oceans
surrounding Europe.

The heart of the EGIM system is called
COSTOF2.

This objective includes the study
of deepwater ecosystems in a
perspective of fundamental research
but also in term of sustainable
management, with particular
interest in anthropogenic and
climatic factors, as well as generating
continuous scientific data on marine
environmental processes related
to the interaction between the
geosphere, the biosphere and
the hydrosphere.

Resulting from a joint development
between RTsys and IFREMER,
COSTOF2 is a deepwater datalogger
(up to 6000m depth) that provides
a unique operating and recording
module (sequencing, synchronisation,
storage, data transmission) for a wide
range of sensors from different types,
models and brands over a long period
in total autonomy.

1,000 m depth rating

Flexible and high
payload capacity
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The innovation was developed in multiple steps. Holm
first tried to salvage the original camera’s hardware and
reprogramme it with new software. Unfortunately, the
motherboard that controlled the camera was no longer
supported. It didn’t make sense to rebuild the camera
using an out-of-date motherboard, so instead, Holm
looked into finding a new underwater camera with the
capability to go into a low-power mode.
“Since the moorings run on battery power, the cameras
needed to be able to go into a very low-power sleep state
in between taking photos on the grounds that if the sleep
current is high, the deployment life is normally low. We
were, therefore, trying to find an off-the-shelf solution for
a way to go into low power.”
After some searching, Holm obtained a Raspberry Pi
High Quality Camera. Although the Raspberry Pi does
not come with native power management capabilities,
Holm found he could use Sleepy Pi, an add-on-board
from Spell Foundry to power the Raspberry Pi switching
on and off. For its launch, the camera was programmed
to autonomously take a burst of three images every four
hours. The system can also take photos when triggered
by a Data Concentration Logger (DCL) and can be partially
configured remotely. Future iterations will be fully
configurable remotely via the DCL.
The final touch to this first iteration was figuring out
how to turn the lights and lasers on and off. Holm used

The Endurance Array underwater camera attached to the
inshore mooring. Photo: Chris Holm, OSU.
a relay board from Waveshare Electronics to power the
original systems lights and lasers. The lights adjust their
brightness depending on the voltage being sent through
a signal line which is controlled by the GPIO pins of the
Raspberry Pi.

Some survey companies have
responded by designing their own
devices – mounting a collection
of components on a frame, but
often quickly find this approach

"Our main focus was designing a
frame and tow solution unlike the
drop and towed camera systems
currently in the market."

Altogether, the system is very suitable for the Endurance
Array’s needs and is a cost-effective, off-the-shelf
solution. The cameras also can be easily swapped out if
the Endurance team decides to upgrade the cameras.

Once the formal approval process for the camera’s
integration and use across the OOI is completed, Holm
will be building more camera systems for the Endurance
Array to deploy on the offshore and shelf moorings during
the spring.
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sensors while
enabling live HD video
and data to the surface.
“In operation, the system
has been designed to have little
to no contact with the seafloor” said
Collett. "This is achieved without any
active components such as thrusters.
"The intelligent design uses
hydrodynamics, buoyancy, a small
drag-chain and a clump-weight with
embedded altimeter to passively
control distance to seafloor from the
camera system. This ensures that
photos and video have a consistent
subject distance.

“Throughout the development, we
had discussions with other companies
to see how else this system could be
used. We've had interest from those
investigating archeological sites to
fisheries research, and conservation
projects. It can even be used for
search and rescue; really any kind of
ocean survey that requires consistent
transect imaging of the seafloor”.
In late 2020, SubC commenced its
testing programme. The company
had previously engaged two SubC
customers -- the Fisheries and Marine
Institute and the Government of
Canada’s Department of Fisheries and
Oceans (DFO) -- to give feedback.

After flume tank tests, the prototype
was modified and soon, the system
was ocean-ready. The first sea
trial took place in the Atlantic
Ocean, off the coast of Holyrood,
Newfoundland, Canada, together
with the Fisheries and Marine
Institute. Since then, a total of 4
sea trials have successfully taken
place and the device is now fully
commercial.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 49kg in air, -9 kg in water
Tow frame 1.2m wide, .48m dia
Max operating depth 380m
Clump weight 30kg
LiquidOptics FOV 82 deg
LED intensity 16000 lumens
50-60 000 lumen strobes
Cable 455kg working load
1500kf break strength
Winch speed
03m-5m/sec

"The design allows the system to
manoeuvre over obstacles such as
rocks or fishing traps," said Collett.
"The ready-to-deploy system comes
complete with tow cable and Rayfin
camera and control software to
provide a real-time feed. It has a
NMEA sensor for logging GPS and
altitude data as well as input from
depth, tilt, and roll sensors.

The product timetable incidentally
coincided with the development of
SubC’s new Boost-Power Comms
technology. This can transmit power and
data over a low-cost twisted-pair subsea
cable to provide enough power to drive
the camera, two LEDs, lasers, and other

The tow camera being launched
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Pre-installing the tensioners does
not require their operation, as they
are installed with the tether wire
bundled, ready to be released and
hooked onto the BOP as soon as
it has landed. The tensioners are
therefore not operated until the rig
is in place, increasing the flexibility of
the type of installation vessel.
When WLR systems are anchored
to an integrated template structure,

HYDROGEN

3

This brings the hook height to
approx. 215m above LAT. This,
combined with its 2,600mt lifting
capacity, gives the crane a degree
of future-proofing, preparing it for
handling the next generation of wind
turbine, with up to 20MW capacity.

The fully automated monopile
handling system consists of a set of
cradles, a skidding system and an
upending hinge to handle and install
XXL monopiles. It is ideally suited
to work in challenging weather
conditions and high sea states.

Huisman has designed its LECs
to meet the requirements of the
continually developing offshore

renewables sector. The cranes are
lightweight, have high positioning
accuracy and are highly energy
efficient, contributing to a reduced
emissions footprint during
operations.
The crane features
l A small tail swing, offering
optimal deck space. Additionally, if
desired the boom can be stored on
another of the vessel’s legs, thus
freeing up even more space.
l A fully electrically driven
system, resulting in high positioning
accuracy, efficient energy use,
reduced maintenance and high
reliability.
l In-house developed slew
bearing system, providing highly
reliable and accurate positioning of
the crane.
l A unique Lambda boom design
ensuring a lightweight and stiff
design limiting motions at the crane
tip.
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A work class ROV conducts an as-left survey and shows the WLR tensioners in
use on a project in the Norwegian Continental Shelf.
anything from 5 to 8 tensioners are
used to stabilize the BOP. In some
cases, it is not possible or impractical
to locate the tensioners on the
template itself.
In such cases, the operator can
place groups of suction anchors
symmetrically positioned around the
subsea wellhead that connect to the
BOP via tether wires. In this case, 4
tensioners are normally sufficient
if some degree of symmetry can be

An ROV shows the installation of stab connections during WLR operations
in Brazil.

achieved, said Gunnar Ulland, Senior
Manager, at Oceaneering.

LED Lights

Navigation
Cameras

“The number of tethers, the amount
of pre-tension and the tether type
and length have an impact on
the WLR system efficiency. Better
stiffness and creep properties in
the tether yield better results,” said
the paper authors. “Tests revealed
that in tether selection, steel rope
outperforms fibre.”
“The majority of the tensioners
produced to date have been installed
and are in operation in the North
Sea on both subsea templates and
connected to anchors on the seabed,
with nominal tensions ranging from
6 to 20 tonnes. The units have
remained submerged for up to 10
months before requiring minimal
maintenance,” according to the
Oceaneering authors.

Lasers
Tooling
Cameras

In 2021, Oceaneering carried out
the first BOP tethering operation
for Petrobras offshore Brazil.
Oceaneering Brazil applied the
same WLR system together with a
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Particular attention has been paid to
its modularity and low consumption,
giving the capability to connect any
Delivery of Instrument Module

EGIM now provides a selection
of referenced sensors fully
synchronized in the COSTOF2
which itself supplies the necessary
power required by each sensor,
when previously for any similar
research mission, each user of
underwater observatories had to
use its physicochemical sensors
chosen or constrained by the use of
several different data loggers to be
integrated into the same mechanical
structure to be deployed.
It was then necessary to extract
the data recovered from each
sensor via proprietary softwares.
With the COSTOF2 it is now
possible to recover all the data
fully synchronized by acoustic
modem from the surface or by
WIFI. COSTOF2 can be operated
on mooring lines, seabed stations
(wired or not) and surface buoys
too.

In this context, RTsys in
partnership with IFREMER, has
developed the EGIM or EMSO
Generic Instrument Module with
the main focus of standardising
the measurements obtained at
different geographical locations
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Police using Fishers' SAR Sonar
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The SS474HDR-IP uses very low power (1.6W typical) PoE
with automatic switchover to an 8-36V DC power supply.
It has a 1.7mm f2.4 lens with a fixed focus of 50mm to
infinity. The electronic shutter can capture 1/30-1/30 000.
It requires a minimum illumination of 0.04lux.
It allows three simultaneous video streams: 2x H.264 + 1x
MJPEG Independent Frame Rate & Bandwidth Control.
DARK SABER
To complement this light, Sidus has introduced its SS182
mkII LED light, otherwise known as the DARK SABER. This
is suited for lighting applications on inspection systems
and other operations where illumination and the ability
to scale and image is required.
"The SS182mkII provides outstanding brightness, warm
colour for subsea videos and its adjustable green laser
projector offers the perfect illumination solutions for a
vast number of applications," said Hagstrom.

It features safe operations in air with
intelligent thermal management and is 35%
lighter than previous version. Light functions
(including strobing) can be controlled remotely via
analogue, control through digital inputs, over a serial
communication port and while being synced to a digital
still camera.

JW Fishers
Mfg.,Mfg.,
Inc. Inc.
JW Fishers
(800)822-4744
(800)822-4744
(508)822-7330
(508)822-7330
Email:
info@jwﬁ
shers.com
Email:
info@jwﬁ
shers.com
www.jwﬁ
shers.com
www.jwﬁ
shers.com

synchronized to a digital still camera.
In addition to the LED light and high
intensity strobe, there is a 100mW
Line (fan) Laser, emitting a crisp
line with 90° fan. The light is depth
rated 4000m (6000m optional).It is
constructed of hard-coat anodized
aluminium with sapphire window. It
weighs 1kg in air (.65kgin water). It has
a length of 117mm.
A combination of cameras, lights, laser
or other sensor can be added to SS109
or SS250 pan and tilts or single axis
rotators for subsea observation. The

SS109HT has 14 foot pounds (19 Nm)
on each axis, and the SS250 has 65
foot pounds torque (88nm) both are
position accurate to within 0.1°

Up until recently, the metrology
provided by 3D at Depth has been
driven by its SL3 laser system. The
compact easily integrates into a
wide range of systems including
tripods, ROVs, AUVs, surface
vessels and diver systems. For
moving devices, the scanner has an
embedded MEMS inclinometer to
calibrate pitch and roll and create
real-world reference frames. This
overcomes the inability to “level” a
subsea sensor.
The SL3 produces a long-range beam
that projects laser pulses t

LASER
For deepwater pointing and scaling,
Sidus Solutions offer its SS501 as part
of the range. This uses a powerful
532nm green laser.
With several laser output choices
ranging from 5mW to 100mW, the
SS501 allows the user to select
the power optimal for a given
application. Additionally the SS501
features an integrated thermal
management system for reliable
operation in even the most extreme
environments. Optionally, the
SS501 can be configured with a 45
degree line beam (in water), which is
particularly useful for depth analysis.

The SS182mkII is field configurable allowing the operator
to satisfy exact operational needs. All light functions,
can be controlled remotely via analogue, or digital
inputs, over a serial communication port or while being
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SL4
S4
3D at Depth has launched a new
laser scanning system that can
operate six times faster than
previously. This results in a shorter
deployment time and a consequent
reduction in total costs.

The SS474HDR-IP is rated for operating depths of either
300m or 4000m standard, with a 11 000m rated system
optional, and uses delrin, aluminum or titanium housings
with borosilicate domed ports. Other materials are
available for custom ordering.

Left: The TRUK – SS474HDR-IP Camera
Above: The SS501 Green laser
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the Berkshire County Sheriff’s Office,
Massachusetts Environmental Police,
and Massachusetts State Police.
The first day of searching lasted over
7hrs before it was determined that
more resources needed if the search
was to be successful. In the end, the
emergency services found the missing
New York man’s body.
JW Fishers contributed to the
recovery operation and for the closure
brought to those affected by the loss.
Lt. Thomas Grady stated “the side scan
has been a great tool; it has allowed
us to do our searches and only put
our divers in the water if we see
something that we want checked out.
It certainly allows us to cover much
wider search areas in substantially less
time and reduces risk to our divers by
only having them in the water when
we have a specific area/target to
confirm. The side scan has been
a valuable additional resource for
our team.”
A few of the many teams using
Fishers side scan sonars are
Columbia County Sheriff’s
Department in New York,
the Union Fire Company in
Pennsylvania, Webster Rescue
Squad in Massachusetts,
Livingston Parish Office of
Homeland Security in Louisiana,
Midland County Sheriff’s
Department in Michigan,
Wheeling Police Department in
West Virginia, Chautauqua County
Emergency Services in New York,
Miami-Dade Police Recovery Unit
in Florida and the US Navy’s EOD
Technology Division.
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Endorsing associations:

In partnership with:
In partnership with:

cameras
comecome
standard
cameras
standard

This mini-lightweight SS474HDR-IP is fully integrated with
automatic image processing which provides automatic
exposure, automatic white balance, adaptive noise
reduction and visibility enhancement. More than 24 hours
of the highest quality HD video can be recorded internally,
depending upon motion content and image complexity.
There are numerous additional manual adjustments that
are also supported via the web browser interface or third
party ONVIF control software.

The search began a day after police
received reports of a suspicious
vehicle in the parking area of Blue
Anchor Park. Items located in the
missing man’s vehicle prompted
police to launch the search.
Investigators believed it was unlikely
that the missing person left the
area by any other means and
launched a search of the lake with

OCEANOLOGY
OCEANOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
PORTFOLIO:
PORTFOLIO:
Organised by:
Organised by:
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"The SS474HDR-IP is particularly suitable for applications
where the clearest and highest quality image is needed in
a very small form factor," said Business Area manager Larry
Hagstrom.

In 2020, Berkshire County purchased
a JW Fishers Side Scan Sonar
system. In May 2021 the Berkshire
County Sheriff’s Office was called to
assist local and state authorities in
searching for a man thought to have
gone missing in Pontoosuc Lake in
Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

Connecting the
the Global
Global Ocean
Connecting
OceanTechnology
TechnologyCommunity
Community
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This camera delivers clear full HD resolution video images
at 30fps with low latency (200mS typical) and good video
image quality under demanding lighting conditions. It has
a rectilinear lens that produces a wide 125deg angle of
view with no perceptible distortion (<2%). It also has 512
gigabytes of internal storage.

frequency and dual frequency side
scan as well as an affordable, and
highly advanced, Compressed HighIntensity Radiated Pulse (CHIRP)
system.
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"It has an output of 11 000 Lumens which is one of
the brightest off the shelf lights available. It has
a colour temperature of 4000K and a beam
angle of around 75deg. It only consumes 90
watts of energy at full power. The microcontrolled LED is flickerless with constant
current. It emits no acoustic noise so this
leaves nearby sonars unaffected."

The first iterations of the prototype were tested at the Fisheries and Marine Institute at Memorial University in
Newfoundland, Canada, home to the world’s largest flume tank. The tank can simulate underwater and near-surface
conditions up to two knots of water speed, making it the ideal place for early design assessment.

One way to avoid that elevated risk
is to use modern technology to help
aid in the search. Side Scan Sonar
technology allows a search and
recovery team to scan local waterways
quickly and produce a detailed image
of the bottom, regardless of water
clarity.
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FORYOUR
YOURBUSINESS
BUSINESS
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safequickly
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with
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Sidus Solutions has developed a range of positioners
(rotators pan and tilts), cameras, LED lights and lasers,
the most recent being, the new SS474HDR-IP miniature
camera high definition IP wide angle camera.

SO N A R A S S I ST E D D I V I N G

POLLUT ON

MacArtney global solutions
Denmark Norway Sweden United Kingdom France
Italy Germany Netherlands USA Canada Chile
Brazil India Singapore China Australia

"While the idea was originally born
to help clients with marine benthic
monitoring, the potential of the Tow
Camera System is much broader.

It also comes with up to 410m of
Kevlar tow cable. SubC recently
partnered with a fellow Canadian
company to provide an optional
electric winch system.”

Since this newly configured camera was put in place
in early September, Holm said, it has been performing
flawlessly, with the auto-exposure working well. Since this
mooring uses a cell modem to transmit data, the team
has been able to see the photos the camera is taking in
near real-time.

The LEC will be outfitted with a 155m
boom, which – similar to the first
crane – was extended to reach an
unparalleled lifting height of 174m
above deck.

A clearer view subsea

To locate the missing persons and
provide closure to families, it takes
dive teams time to assemble, gather
their equipment, and begin searching
sometimes vast bodies of water.
Searching via divers is not only a long
process, but it adds a considerable
level of risk to an already dangerous
assignment.

Such deep water observatories being
installed and left at sea for very
long duration, EGIM must therefore
be resistant to external attacks, in
particular electrolytic corrosion
hence the use of the plastic/titanium
pair has been targeted to answer to
these operational constraints.

SIDUS

has unforeseen drawbacks with the
designs being time consuming and
costly to develop and manufacture.

The device
is built
around a rugged
hydro-dynamic frame designed to
withstand harsh ocean conditions
while providing a stable platform able
to maintain a constant altitude.

LEC Crane
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering
(DSME) has taken delivery of another
2600mt Leg Encircling Crane (LEC).
This follows a previous order, in July
last year, for a similar crane. This
crane will be installed on the second
Wind Turbine Installation Vessel
ordered by Eneti and constructed by
DSME.

Inspection Cameras

According to the CDC, 3960 fatal
unintentional drownings, including
boating-related drownings, occurred
in 2020.

EGIM has been designed to
consistently and continuously
measure environmental parameters
in order to provide data on marine
changes in Europe, and will soon
be deployed by IPMA (Portuguese
Institute for the Sea and the
Atmosphere) offshore the southwest
coast of Portugal, at 4830m depth.

CAMERAS AND LIGHTING

TOW CAMERA
This led to SubC Imaging developing
its own tow camera system.

After completion of preparatory work,
Pioneering Spirit accurately positioned
the Alpha topside on the jacket.

The vessel also has an innovative
motion-compensated electrical pile
gripper with an integrated guidance
and survey system, that allows safe
and efficient installation of nextgeneration monopiles with pin-point
accuracy.
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kind of sensors, from the simplest to
the most complex.
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CAMERAS AND LIGHTING

“We already had a top-quality 4K
and HD video and stills systems with
our Rayfin cameras as well as highperforming LEDs and lasers, and
knew the conditions in which they
performed best," said SubC Imaging
Founder and CEO, Chad Collett.

Allseas carried out the installation In
the Alexiahaven, the Alpha topside
was loaded from the transport vessel
onto the multipurpose platform
installation and removal vessel
Pioneering Spirit of offshore company
Allseas, which then sailed to the
installation location in the North Sea.

The vessel crane will be among the
largest in its class. It will utilize a
Universal Quick Connector (UQC),
developed by Huisman to deliver a
major step change in safer offshore
lifting activities.
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RTsys has developed the EMSO
Generic Instrument Module (EGIM)
for standardising measurements
obtained at different geographical
locations using the same equipment.
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The use of static drop cameras
and especially towed systems
can provide a useful alternative
to underwater vehicles for some
subsea imaging applications. Being
towed behind a moving surface
vessel, the camera can move
considerably faster and with a much
smaller environmental footprint.

Saipem’s flagship vessel FDS2 will
conduct the offshore operations
while Saipem’s fabrication facility
in Guyana will build the deepwater
structural elements.

care of the weighing and loading of
the 3830-tonne Alpha topside onto
the transport vessel Tai An Kou.
From Dubai, the Tai An Kou sailed
in one month to the Alexiahaven on
the Maasvlakte, where it arrived on
Tuesday December 21st.

10

The first WLR tensioners were
installed for a client on the
Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS)
in September 2019. The tensioners
were pre-installed by an offshore
support vessel prior to the arrival of
the drilling rig.

Depending on the riser and wellhead
configuration, fatigue life has been
improved by as much as 200 times
the original unmitigated wellhead
fatigue.

It also includes the study of
tectonic, volcanic, hydrothermal
and gravity processes as well
as the monitoring of associated
natural risks (earthquakes,
tsunamis, instability of slopes)
supplement the research
for coastal areas with high
population density.

“This demonstrates the efficiency
of using a DP rig instead of an
anchored one for drilling and
workover operations,” said Danielle
Rocha Riguetti, a Project Manager
for Oceaneering in Brazil. “Another
benefit of the system proved that
it can be used in older wells that
were not designed to suffer high
loads. These loads are carried by the
tethering system and anchors.

These in-house subsea imaging
amalgamations often rely on trial
and error and often require constant
troubleshooting.

The Yellowtail greenfield
development encompasses subsea
drilling centres, (each equipped
with separate oil production, water
injection and gas injection wells),
linked to a new FPSO.

Teledyne Bowtech’s subsea cameras and lights have been fitted to manned and
unmanned submersibles for over 30 years, delivering invaluable bright light, clear
visibility and amazing images in the harshest environments and darkest depths.

A Vehicle
Used
to Search
A Vehicle
Used
to Search
all all
Environments...
Environments...

Last September, the Coastal Endurance Array began
rolling out a much-needed upgrade to its underwater
cameras. As part of this, Endurance Array innovator
Chris Holm engineered a camera built from off-theshelf components in order to meet the specific needs
of capturing environmental conditions and marine life
in proximity to the Endurance Array moorings. The
prototype was put in place on the inshore mooring.

The project scope includes a battery
energy storage system to reduce
emissions on the topsides.

NEWS

An Oceaneering Magnum work class ROV conducts a flyby of tensioners in use
at a field in the Norwegian Continental Shelf.

ENDURANCE ARRAY

equipment, enabling Jan De Nul
to offer solutions for the next
generation offshore wind installation
challenges while improving safety
and efficiency:

The WLR system allows the work
to be done subsea with a standard
work class ROV. The system adds
functionality so that tethers can be
spooled to any length. The approach
delivers additional benefits that
include minimized HSE risk, a smaller
deck spread, decreased deployment
time, and a smaller crew.

EGIM
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
This article references paper OTC31047-MS, "Mitigating Wellhead
Fatigue While Reducing HSE Risk,
Deck Spread, Deployment Time,
and Crew Size," presented at the
Offshore Technology Conference
held in Houston, Texas, Aug. 16-19,
2021.

Certain types of survey require
high-resolution digital stills or
video imaging. The most common
arrangement normally involves
mounting cameras on AUVs or
ROVs.In order to reduce costs,
however, SubC Imaging has recently
developed a Tow Camera System.

From Dubai to the North Sea Over
the past year, contractor Petrofac
has been working on the fabrication
of two High Voltage Alternating
Current (HVAC) transformer stations
Alpha and Beta at the Drydocks
World fabrication yard in Dubai. MidNovember, Mammoet, a specialist
in heavy transport and lifting, took

SHALLOW WATER

SHALLOW WATER

E M P O W E R I N G

The topside, which will be
approximately 30 000t, will be
fabricated by McDermott's joint
venture fabrication yard, Qingdao
McDermott Wuchuan, in China.

The development will be among the
lowest carbon intensity sources of
LNG globally.

A LALLSLESAESA SH KHZK ZINSTALLATION
INSTALLATION HUISMAN DAEWOO CONTRACT

Copyright © 2022 Oceaneering International, Inc. All rights reserved.

BOP stack. This becomes particularly
significant in shallow waters where
the loads caused by the movements
of the drilling rig are increased, thus
decreasing the margins for safe
drilling operations.
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CAMERAS AND LIGHTING

The contract relates to the
Engineering, Procurement,
Construction, and Installation (EPCI)
of the Subsea Umbilicals, Risers and
Flowlines (SURF).

The integrated scope also includes
the design, fabrication, integration,
transportation and installation of the
hull and topsides.

Offshore operations are planned to
start in mid-2023 and will be mainly
conducted by the Castorone vessel.

Connect with what’s next at oceaneering.com/freedom
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A WLR tensioner baring a load during operations at a Brazilian subsea project site.

“On the first well at the Albacora

www.c-kore.com

YELLOWTAIL
Saipem has also won a contract by
Esso, for the Yellowtail development
project located in the Stabroek block
offshore Guyana at a water depth of
around 1800m.

5

The offshore transformer station
of the Hollandse Kust (zuid) Alpha
platform has been successfully
installed on the jacket in the North
Sea. The transformer station is one
of the two topsides of the Hollandse
Kust (zuid) offshore grid, which will
connect the offshore wind farm area
with the same name to the Dutch
onshore high-voltage grid.

The RVC is an all-electric robotic
component installed on the top
of the subsea manifold. Remotely
operated by the topsides master
control station, it eliminates the need
for the hydraulic-multiplex operators
and controls. It removes the need for
hydraulic actuators and the control
fluid to operate the valves and chokes,
and reduces the size of the manifold
and structure.

Sensors imbedded in the wellhead
produced data that confirmed that
fatigue from cyclic loading shortens
the length of time wellheads can
function safely. This data drove a
need for new strategies to reduce
wellhead fatigue.

CAMERAS

Centurion has also acquired Canadian
firm Polar Septic Systems, a provider
of wastewater rentals and treatment
solutions.

Les Alizés

THE FUTURE OF SUBSEA
AUTONOMY IS HERE

According to an ASME publication
from 2003, early BOPs were
designed for 6-10in diameter casing
and weighed about a ton. The latest
5th and 6th generation BOP stacks,
however, can be up to 400 times
heavier and often used as part of
longer drilling programmes.

The anchors with tensioners
integrated were launched by
an anchor handling vessel. The
monitoring system was installed at
the rig to run an hourly riser analysis
with all equipment being connected
to the BOP.

ALERON
Aleron has been acquired by Private
equity-backed Centurion Group. This
will combine the existing assets of
Seanic Ocean Systems with Aleron.
This acquisition comes with funding
for growth and we will be investing in
all areas of our equipment range this
year to deliver much larger scopes for
our combined customer base.

The work assigned to Saipem is
relevant to coating, transportation
and installation of the trunkline,
at a maximum water depth of
1400m, including the fabrication and
installation of the line structures and
of the pipeline end termination in
950m water depth.

Meanwhile, after successfully
completing the Scarborough
Front-End Engineering Design
(FEED), McDermott has been
awarded a contract by Woodside
for the engineering, procurement,
construction, installation and
commissioning (EPCIC) services for
its Floating Production Unit (FPU)
offshore Western Australia.
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SHALLOW WATER

This prompted Oceaneering
to develop a novel tethering
arrangement to prohibit
movement and effectively extend
the design fatigue life of the
seabed equipment.

monitoring system for this project
while the suction anchors were
manufactured in Brazil.

Saipem has received the Notice to
Proceed (NTP) from Woodside, for a
contract related to the Scarborough
project. Saipem will complete
the export trunkline coating and
installation of the pipeline that will
connect the Scarborough gas field
with the onshore plant.

WELLHEAD LOAD
LOADRELIEF
RELIEF
WELLHEAD
Shallow waters are often
characterised by fast flowing
currents. This flow can sometimes
impact against the body of a blow
out preventer (BOP)as it protrudes
from the wellhead. This creates a
bending moment and the variable
currents can induce cyclic loading.

Advertising:
Zinat Hassan
UT3subsea@gmail.com

SCARBOROUGH

Hytech specializes in the design
and manufacturing of high quality,
professional diving and hyperbaric
equipment. The company was
originally acquired by Royal IHC
because Royal IHC intended to build
Dive Support Vessels. The changed
market situation in the offshore
market meant that this never
materialized

The Freedom™ AUV is leading the next paradigm
shift within the offshore energy industry. With
built-in situational awareness and proven
advanced task autonomy, the vehicle increases
worker safety, reduces IMR vessel days, and
decreases your project’s overall carbon emissions.
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"The customer required a way to
provide grease to their subsea
grease head from an underwater
grease supply point with the capacity
for switching between primary,
secondary and emergency circuits.
Importantly, it had to allow visual
monitoring, particularly from an ROVmounted camera, to show how much
grease remained available for use
during operations.
Logan designed and delivered
a 10 000psi grease system,
with 40 gallons of grease fully
compensated for 10,000 ft depth,
as a very straightforward, lowtech solution.

optical TDR unit will be available for
deployment in 2022.

SHALLOW WATER

Editorial Assistant:
Chris P Duck

Now with
Optical TDR

to merge the operations with those of
Pommec.

NEWS

"The grease injection reservoirs
and monitoring/switching unit is
part of an entire system, along
with the surface intervention-type
hydraulic power unit (HPU), reeler
and umbilical, subsea grease head
and lubricators and all the requisite
subsea connections," said Technical
Director at Logan, Dean W. Carey.
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No personnel required
Hand-carry mobilisation
Remote C-Kore support

Tel: +44 (0)1904 215161 • Email: sales@C-Kore.com

Connecting What’s Needed with What’s Next™

COMTEC

base to over 50 clients by combining
cost-saving technology with
customer service.

The collaboration will have access
to a broad range of SURF products
and installation methods, providing
greater operational flexibility and
optimized execution strategies under
EPCI (Engineering, Procurement,
Construction and Installation) and
iEPCITM (integrated Engineering,
Procurement, Construction and
Installation) project execution models.
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GREASE INJECTION UNIT

Optimised load distribution system
with built‐in clamp

Our new integrally clamped buoyancy module, Type Approved
to API 17L standards, removes the need for a separate
clamping system by attaching directly onto ﬂowlines, rigid
risers, umbilicals, ﬂexible risers, etc.
• Generates optimal clamp load distribution around the
pipe providing an extended contact area, low clamping
pressure and high levels of slippage resistance
• Removes the need for a separate clamping mechanism
• Installed using hydraulic installation tool (provided)
• Reduced shipping costs
• Reduced deck space requirement
• Vastly improves deck installation time

balmoraloffshore.com/integralmodule

The commercial agreement will
pursue specific Subsea Umbilicals,
Risers and Flowlines (SURF) projects
where the combination of the
companies’ complementary worldclass assets, technologies, products
and competencies improves project
economics and de-risks the overall
project development for the benefit
of all stakeholders.

The Valhall area is powered from
shore resulting in close to zero
emissions during normal operations.
The plan is to connect the new
installations to the existing power
from shore solution.

MacArtney
global
solutions
MacArtney
global
solutions

C-Kore Systems is proud to
announce the deployment of their
500th subsea testing tools. This
milestone event occurred for a
fault-finding campaign in Australian
waters, one of C-Kore’s largest
markets.
C-Kore’s subsea testing units have
gained worldwide acceptance with
both operators and con-tractors for
the cost-savings the tools provide,
the reduction in offshore personnel
required for testing and the
simplification they bring to subsea
operations.

TechnipFMC and Saipem have entered
into a global commercial agreement
that will allow them to identify
projects worldwide that could be
jointly executed for the benefit of
clients.

The concept consists of a new
process and wellhead platform
(NCP) which has a bridge connection
to the Valhall field centre, and an
unmanned platform on King Lear
around 50 km from the field centre.
New infrastructure will be laid on the
seabed to connect the two fields.
A total of 19 wells are planned,
and the concept also includes
considerable modification work on
the Valhall field centre.
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TECHNIPFMC SAIPEMHYTEC POMMEC
Royal IHC has sold IHC Hytech to a
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number of private investors who plan
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Aker BP has awarded contracts
to alliance partners for front-end
engineering and design (FEED)
valued at approximately NoK440
million. The contracts cover a new
central platform on Valhall, as well as
a new platform and tie-in of the King
Lear field. The joint development
will contribute to extended lifetime
and increased value creation from
Valhall.
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Automated Testing

The merger has the potential to realise
operational synergies of up to US$
200 million per year, lower operating
costs and one of the lowest carbon
intensities of any E&P company. It
has a resource base of 2.7 billion
barrels of oil equivalent. Its estimated
production in 2022 above 400 mboepd
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Heerema's Sleipnir and Thialf semi-submersible cranes piercing
low-lying cloud. At 220m long and 102m wide, it is capable of
installing structures up to 20 000t.
Sleipnir is the world’s largest and semi-submersible crane vessel...
the second largest being Thialf - launched back in 1985, with a lift
capacity of 14 200t.
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INSUL ATION RESISTANCE • SUBSE A TDR • OPTIC AL TDR • SENSOR MONITOR
C-Kore subsea testing tools are simple and
automated, no specialised offshore personnel
are required. With their compact size, they can
quickly be mobilised anywhere in the world for
fault finding or umbilical installation.
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generation
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solution

Cost-effective, high-speed
survey platform
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GETTING THE
BALANCE RIGHT
By Rory Findlay, Navigation Business Development Manager, Nortek
Subsea vehicles are becoming more
capable, whether it is a resident robot
that can spend months beneath the
surface, or a large ROV performing
functions like station keeping without
human input.
Critical to these functions are the
sensors used to input data from the
surrounding environment.
One such sensor is the Doppler
Velocity Log (DVL), which is used to
provide vehicles a control system with
speed over ground measurements.
Sensor manufacturers in the subsea
space generally appropriated the
term SWAP-C from their aerial/
terrestrial counterparts to indicate
advancements in technology. The
acronym stands for Size, Weight,
Power and Cost, where improvements
to any one of these parameters are
realized as a benefit to the vehicle
that it serves. Obviously, this becomes
particularly interesting as vehicles
become smaller and more powerful.
Often ignored, however, is how
improvements in SWAP-C impact
performance of the sensor. If we take
the measures to make sensors less
expensive and smaller, are we then
making compromises on how well it
performs?

COMPACT, HIGH-PERFORMANCE
SENSOR DEVELOPMENT
Since the release of its DVL product
line, Nortek has continuously focused
on the theme of compact, highperformance sensor development.
The key to this is extending
capabilities without changing the
sensor size or profile – meaning
vehicles do not need to undergo a
redesign in order to accommodate a
DVL with greater range, for example.
It is important to note that these
improvements must be made without
degrading the overall navigational
accuracy.
INCREASING BOTTOM-TRACKING
RANGE
A case in point is the recently
released DVL500 Compact. Taking the
physical design of a higher-frequency
system – the DVL1000 – and utilizing
new electronics and transducers,
Nortek has been able to increase
bottom-tracking range from 75m to
175m.
In addition, extensive field testing
shows improved long-term accuracy
over the DVL500 Compact’s
predecessors without significantly
impacting SWAP-C elements. The
benefits of such developments are
twofold.
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Taking the physical design of a
compact higher-frequency Doppler
Velocity Log – the DVL1000 – and
utilizing new electronics and
transducers, Nortek has been able to
increase bottom-tracking range from
75 m to 175 m in the new DVL500
Compact. Such DVLs are ideal for
achieving accurate subsea navigation
for ROVs and AUVs.

Firstly, vehicles without
significant payload space can still
accommodate a sensor that has
extended specifications. An example
here may be a small observationclass ROV such as the VideoRay
Defender or an AUV looking to push
into higher-altitude operations.
Secondly, large vehicles can also use
this sensor without compromising
on performance. An example here
could be the recent qualification
of Nortek’s DVL500 Compact onto
TechnipFMC’s Schilling Robotics
ROVs – allowing intelligent control
functions using a compact yet highperformance solution.
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ACQUISITIONS
Aker BP has acquired Lundin Energy’s
oil and gas business through a
statutory merger. The transaction
values the acquired assets to
approximately NOK 125 billion.

Automated Testing
No personnel required
Hand-carry mobilisation
Remote C-Kore support

Now with
Optical TDR

The merger has the potential to realise
operational synergies of up to US$
200 million per year, lower operating
costs and one of the lowest carbon
intensities of any E&P company. It
has a resource base of 2.7 billion
barrels of oil equivalent. Its estimated
production in 2022 above 400 mboepd
Aker BP has awarded contracts
to alliance partners for front-end
engineering and design (FEED)
valued at approximately NoK440
million. The contracts cover a new
central platform on Valhall, as well as
a new platform and tie-in of the King
Lear field. The joint development
will contribute to extended lifetime
and increased value creation from
Valhall.
The concept consists of a new
process and wellhead platform
(NCP) which has a bridge connection
to the Valhall field centre, and an
unmanned platform on King Lear
around 50 km from the field centre.
New infrastructure will be laid on the
seabed to connect the two fields.
A total of 19 wells are planned,
and the concept also includes
considerable modification work on
the Valhall field centre.
The Valhall area is powered from
shore resulting in close to zero
emissions during normal operations.
The plan is to connect the new
installations to the existing power
from shore solution.

TECHNIPFMC SAIPEM
AGREEMENT
TechnipFMC and Saipem have entered
into a global commercial agreement
that will allow them to identify
projects worldwide that could be
jointly executed for the benefit of
clients.
The commercial agreement will
pursue specific Subsea Umbilicals,
Risers and Flowlines (SURF) projects
where the combination of the
companies’ complementary worldclass assets, technologies, products
and competencies improves project
economics and de-risks the overall
project development for the benefit
of all stakeholders.
The collaboration will have access
to a broad range of SURF products
and installation methods, providing
greater operational flexibility and
optimized execution strategies under
EPCI (Engineering, Procurement,
Construction and Installation) and
iEPCITM (integrated Engineering,
Procurement, Construction and
Installation) project execution models.
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HYTEC POMMEC
Royal IHC has sold IHC Hytech to a
number of private investors who plan
to merge the operations with those of
Pommec.
Hytech specializes in the design
and manufacturing of high quality,
professional diving and hyperbaric
equipment. The company was
originally acquired by Royal IHC
because Royal IHC intended to build
Dive Support Vessels. The changed
market situation in the offshore
market meant that this never
materialized
ALERON
Aleron has been acquired by Private
equity-backed Centurion Group. This
will combine the existing assets of
Seanic Ocean Systems with Aleron.
This acquisition comes with funding
for growth and we will be investing in
all areas of our equipment range this
year to deliver much larger scopes for
our combined customer base.
Centurion has also acquired Canadian
firm Polar Septic Systems, a provider
of wastewater rentals and treatment
solutions.

!

C-Kore subsea testing tools are simple and
automated, no specialised offshore personnel
are required. With their compact size, they can
quickly be mobilised anywhere in the world for
fault finding or umbilical installation.

AKER BP FEED
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Subsea Test Tools
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SCARBOROUGH
Saipem has received the Notice to
Proceed (NTP) from Woodside, for a
contract related to the Scarborough
project. Saipem will complete
the export trunkline coating and
installation of the pipeline that will
connect the Scarborough gas field
with the onshore plant.
The work assigned to Saipem is
relevant to coating, transportation
and installation of the trunkline,
at a maximum water depth of
1400m, including the fabrication and
installation of the line structures and
of the pipeline end termination in
950m water depth.

Meanwhile, after successfully
completing the Scarborough
Front-End Engineering Design
(FEED), McDermott has been
awarded a contract by Woodside
for the engineering, procurement,
construction, installation and
commissioning (EPCIC) services for
its Floating Production Unit (FPU)
offshore Western Australia.
The integrated scope also includes
the design, fabrication, integration,
transportation and installation of the
hull and topsides.

Offshore operations are planned to
start in mid-2023 and will be mainly
conducted by the Castorone vessel.

The topside, which will be
approximately 30 000t, will be
fabricated by McDermott's joint
venture fabrication yard, Qingdao
McDermott Wuchuan, in China.

The development will be among the
lowest carbon intensity sources of
LNG globally.

The project scope includes a battery
energy storage system to reduce
emissions on the topsides.
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YELLOWTAIL
Saipem has also won a contract by
Esso, for the Yellowtail development
project located in the Stabroek block
offshore Guyana at a water depth of
around 1800m.
The contract relates to the
Engineering, Procurement,
Construction, and Installation (EPCI)
of the Subsea Umbilicals, Risers and
Flowlines (SURF).
The Yellowtail greenfield
development encompasses subsea
drilling centres, (each equipped
with separate oil production, water
injection and gas injection wells),
linked to a new FPSO.
Saipem’s flagship vessel FDS2 will
conduct the offshore operations
while Saipem’s fabrication facility
in Guyana will build the deepwater
structural elements.

CLOUDS
Heerema's Sleipnir and Thialf semi-submersible cranes piercing
low-lying cloud. At 220m long and 102m wide, it is capable of
installing structures up to 20 000t.
Sleipnir is the world’s largest and semi-submersible crane vessel...
the second largest being Thialf - launched back in 1985, with a lift
capacity of 14 200t.
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Optimised load distribution system
with built‐in clamp

Our new integrally clamped buoyancy module, Type Approved
to API 17L standards, removes the need for a separate
clamping system by attaching directly onto ﬂowlines, rigid
risers, umbilicals, ﬂexible risers, etc.
• Generates optimal clamp load distribution around the
pipe providing an extended contact area, low clamping
pressure and high levels of slippage resistance
• Removes the need for a separate clamping mechanism
• Installed using hydraulic installation tool (provided)
• Reduced shipping costs
• Reduced deck space requirement
• Vastly improves deck installation time

balmoraloffshore.com/integralmodule

Join us on booth #207

C-KORE’S 500TH SUBSEA TESTING UNIT DEPLOYED
C-Kore Systems is proud to
announce the deployment of their
500th subsea testing tools. This
milestone event occurred for a
fault-finding campaign in Australian
waters, one of C-Kore’s largest
markets.
C-Kore’s subsea testing units have
gained worldwide acceptance with
both operators and con-tractors for
the cost-savings the tools provide,
the reduction in offshore personnel
required for testing and the
simplification they bring to subsea
operations.
So far C-Kore tools have been
responsible for the installation of
40 assets (umbilicals) and have
been used to find more than 200
faults in existing subsea fields.
The company is pleased to have
continued to grow its customer

6

base to over 50 clients by combining
cost-saving technology with
customer service.
The company supplies a range of
testing tools. The C-Kore Cable
Monitor units saves customers
significant time and money
by providing quick
and
accurate readings on the
insulation resistance
and continuity of
electrical lines. The
Subsea TDR unit
localizes faults with an
accu-racy of 15cm, and
the Sensor Monitor
can read wellhead sensors
directly,
without
a controls
package. C-Kore’s
latest development, an

7

optical TDR unit will be available for
deployment in 2022.
C-Kore Systems is the recipient
of both a Subsea UK Innovation
and Technology award and twice
the coveted Queen’s Award for
Enterprise, in both the Innovation
and Export categories.
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GREASE INJECTION UNIT
A fundamental component of a
riserless well intervention pressure
control system is the lubricator. This
effectively forms the barrier between
the well inside and the seawater
outside while allowing the wire to
pass through its body.
The barrier is made up of a variety
of flexible diaphragms but it is the
grease injected into the lubricator
that effectively makes up the seal
and stops seawater ingress into the
well.
Logan industries has recently
delivered a subsea grease injection
unit as part of a complete wireline
pressure control system for a major
subsea oil and gas company.

"The grease injection reservoirs
and monitoring/switching unit is
part of an entire system, along
with the surface intervention-type
hydraulic power unit (HPU), reeler
and umbilical, subsea grease head
and lubricators and all the requisite
subsea connections," said Technical
Director at Logan, Dean W. Carey.
"The customer required a way to
provide grease to their subsea
grease head from an underwater
grease supply point with the capacity
for switching between primary,
secondary and emergency circuits.
Importantly, it had to allow visual
monitoring, particularly from an ROVmounted camera, to show how much
grease remained available for use
during operations.
Logan designed and delivered
a 10 000psi grease system,
with 40 gallons of grease fully
compensated for 10,000 ft depth,
as a very straightforward, lowtech solution.
"This unit sits atop the stack,
but is clamped to the lubricator
joint, so it doesn’t exceptionally
increase the stack height ," said
Carey.
"It has the usual gauges and
hotstabs needed to manipulate
and control where the grease
comes from and where it goes,
but what is attractive are the
special subsea reservoirs we have
built into it. We have provided a
way to allow the operator, via a
quick ROV camera glance, to see
how much grease is left in the
system while deployed on the
subsea stack. "
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ROBOTIC VALVE
CONTROLLER
Since February 2020, TechnipFMC’s
all-electric Robotic Valve Controller
(RVC) – the world’s first – has been
successfully operating the valves and
chokes of a subsea water and gas
injection manifold for the Petrobras
Tupi pre-salt field in the Santos Basin
off the coast of Rio de Janeiro.
The all-electric RVC is part of a
contract to deliver a couple of robotic
operated manifolds to Petrobras for
its pre-salt initiatives.

THE FUTURE OF SUBSEA
AUTONOMY IS HERE
The Freedom™ AUV is leading the next paradigm
shift within the offshore energy industry. With
built-in situational awareness and proven
advanced task autonomy, the vehicle increases
worker safety, reduces IMR vessel days, and
decreases your project’s overall carbon emissions.

The RVC is an all-electric robotic
component installed on the top
of the subsea manifold. Remotely
operated by the topsides master
control station, it eliminates the need
for the hydraulic-multiplex operators
and controls. It removes the need for
hydraulic actuators and the control
fluid to operate the valves and chokes,
and reduces the size of the manifold
and structure.
As a resident subsea device, it reduces
the OPEX associated with ROV
manifold operations. In the unlikely
event of an operational issue, the RVC
is ROV retrievable/replaceable and
manifold operation is fully maintained.
The robotic all-electric technology
offers more reliable, autonomous
and intelligent field operations. It
was developed with the objective
to reduce the cost of the manifold
and resulted in a side effect of
substantially lowering the overall
carbon footprint and greenhouse gas
emissions to fabricate and deliver
these structures.
The RVC was designed, produced
and assembled at TechnipFMC’s
manufacturing plant in Rio de Janeiro.
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NEWS

LES ALIZÉS

ALLSEAS HKZ INSTALLATION HUISMAN DAEWOO
The offshore transformer station
of the Hollandse Kust (zuid) Alpha
platform has been successfully
installed on the jacket in the North
Sea. The transformer station is one
of the two topsides of the Hollandse
Kust (zuid) offshore grid, which will
connect the offshore wind farm area
with the same name to the Dutch
onshore high-voltage grid.

Jan De Nul has launched its Offshore
Installation Vessel Les Alizés at the
CMHI Haimen shipyard in China. This
vessel will be the largest Heavy Lift
Vessel in Jan De Nul’s fleet, able to
install XXL offshore wind components,
in floating conditions and with ultralow emissions.
The final phase will see the vessel’s
construction, sea trials and delivery in
the second half of this year in time for
her first assignment in Germany for
the construction of Gode Wind 3 and
Borkum Riffgrund 3 Offshore Wind
Farms, transporting and installing 107
monopile foundations for the offshore
wind major Ørsted.
Les Alizés is equipped with a crane
having a lifting capacity of 5000 tons
and equally impressive lifting heights.
Following her order at the end
of 2019, the design of Les Alizés
has been further fine-tuned. The
vessel is taking shape thanks to the
investments in innovative mission

equipment, enabling Jan De Nul
to offer solutions for the next
generation offshore wind installation
challenges while improving safety
and efficiency:

From Dubai to the North Sea Over
the past year, contractor Petrofac
has been working on the fabrication
of two High Voltage Alternating
Current (HVAC) transformer stations
Alpha and Beta at the Drydocks
World fabrication yard in Dubai. MidNovember, Mammoet, a specialist
in heavy transport and lifting, took

care of the weighing and loading of
the 3830-tonne Alpha topside onto
the transport vessel Tai An Kou.
From Dubai, the Tai An Kou sailed
in one month to the Alexiahaven on
the Maasvlakte, where it arrived on
Tuesday December 21st.
Allseas carried out the installation In
the Alexiahaven, the Alpha topside
was loaded from the transport vessel
onto the multipurpose platform
installation and removal vessel
Pioneering Spirit of offshore company
Allseas, which then sailed to the
installation location in the North Sea.
After completion of preparatory work,
Pioneering Spirit accurately positioned
the Alpha topside on the jacket.

LEC Crane
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering
(DSME) has taken delivery of another
2600mt Leg Encircling Crane (LEC).
This follows a previous order, in July
last year, for a similar crane. This
crane will be installed on the second
Wind Turbine Installation Vessel
ordered by Eneti and constructed by
DSME.

The vessel crane will be among the
largest in its class. It will utilize a
Universal Quick Connector (UQC),
developed by Huisman to deliver a
major step change in safer offshore
lifting activities.

The LEC will be outfitted with a 155m
boom, which – similar to the first
crane – was extended to reach an
unparalleled lifting height of 174m
above deck.

The vessel also has an innovative
motion-compensated electrical pile
gripper with an integrated guidance
and survey system, that allows safe
and efficient installation of nextgeneration monopiles with pin-point
accuracy.

This brings the hook height to
approx. 215m above LAT. This,
combined with its 2,600mt lifting
capacity, gives the crane a degree
of future-proofing, preparing it for
handling the next generation of wind
turbine, with up to 20MW capacity.

The fully automated monopile
handling system consists of a set of
cradles, a skidding system and an
upending hinge to handle and install
XXL monopiles. It is ideally suited
to work in challenging weather
conditions and high sea states.

Huisman has designed its LECs
to meet the requirements of the
continually developing offshore
HKZ Installation
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renewables sector. The cranes are
lightweight, have high positioning
accuracy and are highly energy
efficient, contributing to a reduced
emissions footprint during
operations.
The crane features
l A small tail swing, offering
optimal deck space. Additionally, if
desired the boom can be stored on
another of the vessel’s legs, thus
freeing up even more space.
l A fully electrically driven
system, resulting in high positioning
accuracy, efficient energy use,
reduced maintenance and high
reliability.
l In-house developed slew
bearing system, providing highly
reliable and accurate positioning of
the crane.
l A unique Lambda boom design
ensuring a lightweight and stiff
design limiting motions at the crane
tip.

SHALLOW WATER

WELLHEAD LOAD RELIEF
Shallow waters are often
characterised by fast
flowing currents. This flow
can sometimes impact
against the body of a
blow out preventer (BOP)
as it protrudes from the
wellhead. This creates a
bending moment and the
variable currents can induce
cyclic loading.
This prompted Oceaneering
to develop a novel tethering
arrangement to prohibit
movement and effectively
extend the design fatigue life
of the seabed equipment.

As BOPs have grown larger in size
over the last century, the weight has
negatively impacted the working life
of wellheads.
Wellhead fatigue happens when
cyclic loading is transferred by the
BOP stack, which is coupled to the
marine riser and drilling rig; its
movements cause the loads to be
proportional to the weight of the
BOP stack.

Gunnar Hilsen, and Stefano Croatto
called, “Mitigating Wellhead Fatigue
While Reducing HSE Risk, Deck
Spread, Deployment Time, and Crew
Size,” the authors cite studies which
have shown that tethering the BOP
has been proven to reduce the
motion of the BOP stack above the
wellhead to levels that limit cyclic
loading and the bending moment
load to improve fatigue life.

This becomes particularly significant
in shallow waters where the loads
caused by the movements of the
drilling rig are increased, thus
decreasing the margins for safe
drilling operations.

Depending on the riser and
wellhead configuration, fatigue life
has been improved by as much as
200 times the original unmitigated
wellhead fatigue.

In a 2021 OTC paper written by
Oceaneering’s Gunnar Ulland,

In 1981, the structural fatigue
failure of a surface casing weld
on a West of Shetland wellhead

A WLR tensioner baring a load during operations at a Brazilian subsea project site
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SHALLOW WATER

A work class ROV conducts an as-left survey and shows the WLR tensioners in
use on a project in the Norwegian Continental Shelf.

An anchor installed subsea at a Brazilian project site.
demonstrated the understanding of
dynamic loading on subsea wellheads
as a failure load. Yet, it wasn’t until
2012, that the industry set up a joint
project to assess and mitigate this
wellhead fatigue and wave-induced
loading, the paper authors noted.
According to an ASME publication
from 2003, early BOPs were designed
for 6-10in diameter casing and
weighed about a ton. The latest
5th and 6th generation BOP stacks,
however, can be up to 400 times
heavier and often used as part of
longer drilling programmes.
Sensors imbedded in the wellhead
produced data that confirmed that
fatigue from cyclic loading shortens
the length of time wellheads can

function safely. This data drove a need
for new strategies to reduce wellhead
fatigue.
Oceaneering’s Wellhead Loaf Relief
(WLR) system is based on securely
tethering the BOP with steel tethers
to anchors on the seabed or, where
an integrated template structure is
used, to attachment points on the
structure.
The WLR tensioner combines a
unique hydraulic spooling unit with a
hydraulic lock-and-pull mechanism to
enable the ROV to pull tethers from
slack to a maximum tension of 35
tonnes. The system has a capacity of
70 tons per tensioner and can, when
combined, withstand even higher
loads e.g., in a drift-off situation.
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These anchoring operations are
often time-critical, so installation
and removal must be carried out
quickly. On multi-slot templates
and BOP jumping, it is critical that
the tethering system is simple to
release, unhook, rearrange, and retension.
The WLR system allows the work
to be done subsea with a standard
work class ROV. The system adds
functionality so that tethers can be
spooled to any length. The approach
delivers additional benefits that
include minimized HSE risk, a smaller
deck spread, decreased deployment
time, and a smaller crew.
The first WLR tensioners were
installed for a client on the

Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS)
in September 2019. The tensioners
were pre-installed by an offshore
support vessel prior to the arrival
of the drilling rig.
Pre-installing the tensioners does
not require their operation, as they
are installed with the tether wire
bundled, ready to be released and
hooked onto the BOP as soon as
it has landed. The tensioners are
therefore not operated until the rig
is in place, increasing the flexibility
of the type of installation vessel.
When WLR systems are anchored
to an integrated template
structure, anything from 5 to 8
tensioners are used to stabilize
the BOP. In some cases, it is not

possible or impractical to locate the
tensioners on the template itself.
In such cases, the operator can
place groups of suction anchors
symmetrically positioned around the
subsea wellhead that connect to the
BOP via tether wires. In this case, 4
tensioners are normally sufficient
if some degree of symmetry can be
achieved, said Gunnar Ulland, Senior
Manager, at Oceaneering.
“The number of tethers, the amount
of pre-tension and the tether type
and length have an impact on the
WLR system efficiency. Better stiffness
and creep properties in the tether
yield better results,” said the paper
authors. “Tests revealed that in tether
selection, steel rope outperforms
fibre.”
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“The majority of the tensioners
produced to date have been
installed and are in operation in the
North Sea on both subsea templates
and connected to anchors on the
seabed, with nominal tensions
ranging from 6 to 20 tonnes.
The units have remained submerged
for up to 10 months before requiring
minimal maintenance,” according to
the Oceaneering authors.
In 2021, Oceaneering carried out
the first BOP tethering operation
for Petrobras offshore Brazil.
Oceaneering Brazil applied the
same WLR system together with a
monitoring system for this project
while the suction anchors were
manufactured in Brazil.

NEW

SHALLOW WATER

The anchors with tensioners
integrated were launched by
an anchor handling vessel. The
monitoring system was installed
at the rig to run an hourly riser
analysis with all equipment being
connected to the BOP.
The WLR system enables the DP rig
to perform operations in adverse
weather conditions, allowing
drilling and workover activities to
continue.
“This demonstrates the efficiency
of using a DP rig instead of an
anchored one for drilling and
workover operations,” said
Danielle Rocha Riguetti, a Project
Manager for Oceaneering in Brazil.
“Another benefit of the system
proved that it can be used in older

wells that were not designed to
suffer high loads. These loads are
carried by the tethering system and
anchors.
“On the first well at the Albacora
field, the WLR system increased
the operational window of the rig,
opening the watch circle from 8 m
to 53 m, allowing the feasibility of
operations,” Rocha said.
The operation successfully
demonstrated and achieved the
purpose of the project to minimize
the loads on the wellhead with a
red alert of 15 m minimum in a rig
drift-off situation.
“The WLR system has been used
on over 46 individual wells in
over nine different subsea fields,”

An ROV shows the installation of stab connections during WLR operations in Brazil.
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The next generation
of interchangeable
pressure sensors

miniIPS2 &
uvSVX

Valeport has launched the new
miniIPS2 and new uvSVX which
both offer operationally specific
interchangeable pressure
transducers that deliver enhanced
accuracy for specific depth ranges.
These field-swappable sensor heads make
it easy for users to select the correct
pressure range for their work and offer
increased accuracy at any depth.

Visit valeport.co.uk
to find out more

+44 (0) 1803 869292
sales@valeport.co.uk

An Oceaneering Magnum work class ROV conducts a fly by of tensioners in use at a field in the Norwegian Continental Shelf
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In partnership with:

using the same equipment, the same
sensor references, the same methods
of qualification and calibration, the
same data formats and the same
maintenance procedures.

The European Multidisciplinary
Seafloor and water column
Observatory (EMSO) is the European
network of seabed and water column
observatories formed under the
European Research Infrastructure
Consortium (ERIC). Its main objective
is to conduct studies of the impact
of global warming on the oceans
surrounding Europe.

The heart of the EGIM system is called
COSTOF2.

This objective includes the study
of deepwater ecosystems in a
perspective of fundamental research
but also in term of sustainable
management, with particular
interest in anthropogenic and
climatic factors, as well as generating
continuous scientific data on marine
environmental processes related
to the interaction between the
geosphere, the biosphere and
the hydrosphere.

Resulting from a joint development
between RTsys and IFREMER,
COSTOF2 is a deepwater datalogger
(up to 6000m depth) that provides
a unique operating and recording
module (sequencing, synchronisation,
storage, data transmission) for a wide
range of sensors from different types,
models and brands over a long period
in total autonomy.
Particular attention has been paid to
its modularity and low consumption,
giving the capability to connect any
Delivery of Instrument Module

It also includes the study of
tectonic, volcanic, hydrothermal
and gravity processes as well
as the monitoring of associated
natural risks (earthquakes,
tsunamis, instability of slopes)
supplement the research
for coastal areas with high
population density.

Endorsing associations:
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kind of sensors, from the simplest to
the most complex.
EGIM has been designed to
consistently and continuously
measure environmental parameters
in order to provide data on marine
changes in Europe, and will soon
be deployed by IPMA (Portuguese
Institute for the Sea and the
Atmosphere) offshore the southwest
coast of Portugal, at 4830m depth.
Such deep water observatories being
installed and left at sea for very
long duration, EGIM must therefore
be resistant to external attacks, in
particular electrolytic corrosion
hence the use of the plastic/titanium
pair has been targeted to answer to
these operational constraints.
EGIM now provides a selection
of referenced sensors fully
synchronized in the COSTOF2
which itself supplies the necessary
power required by each sensor,
when previously for any similar
research mission, each user of
underwater observatories had to
use its physicochemical sensors
chosen or constrained by the use of
several different data loggers to be
integrated into the same mechanical
structure to be deployed.
It was then necessary to extract
the data recovered from each
sensor via proprietary softwares.
With the COSTOF2 it is now
possible to recover all the data
fully synchronized by acoustic
modem from the surface or by
WIFI. COSTOF2 can be operated
on mooring lines, seabed stations
(wired or not) and surface buoys
too.

In this context, RTsys in
partnership with IFREMER, has
developed the EGIM or EMSO
Generic Instrument Module with
the main focus of standardising
the measurements obtained at
different geographical locations

OCEANOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL
PORTFOLIO:
Organised by:

Register
HERE!

RTsys has developed the EMSO
Generic Instrument Module (EGIM)
for standardising measurements
obtained at different geographical
locations using the same equipment.
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E M P O W E R I N G

GETTING THE
BALANCE RIGHT

ENDURANCE ARRAY

By Rory Findlay, Navigation Business Development Manager, Nortek
Subsea vehicles are becoming more
capable, whether it is a resident robot
that can spend months beneath the
surface, or a large ROV performing
functions like station keeping without
human input.
Critical to these functions are the
sensors used to input data from the
surrounding environment.
One such sensor is the Doppler
Velocity Log (DVL), which is used to
provide vehicles a control system with
speed over ground measurements.
Sensor manufacturers in the subsea
space generally appropriated the
term SWAP-C from their aerial/
terrestrial counterparts to indicate
advancements in technology. The
acronym stands for Size, Weight,
Power and Cost, where improvements
to any one of these parameters are
realized as a benefit to the vehicle
that it serves. Obviously, this becomes
particularly interesting as vehicles
become smaller and more powerful.
Often ignored, however, is how
improvements in SWAP-C impact
performance of the sensor. If we take
the measures to make sensors less
expensive and smaller, are we then
making compromises on how well it
performs?

COMPACT, HIGH-PERFORMANCE
SENSOR DEVELOPMENT
Since the release of its DVL product
line, Nortek has continuously focused
on the theme of compact, highperformance sensor development.
The key to this is extending
capabilities without changing the
sensor size or profile – meaning
vehicles do not need to undergo a
redesign in order to accommodate a
DVL with greater range, for example.
It is important to note that these
improvements must be made without
degrading the overall navigational
accuracy.
INCREASING BOTTOM-TRACKING
RANGE
A case in point is the recently
released DVL500 Compact. Taking the
physical design of a higher-frequency
system – the DVL1000 – and utilizing
new electronics and transducers,
Nortek has been able to increase
bottom-tracking range from 75m to
175m.
In addition, extensive field testing
shows improved long-term accuracy
over the DVL500 Compact’s
predecessors without significantly
impacting SWAP-C elements. The
benefits of such developments are
twofold.
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Taking the physical design of a
compact higher-frequency Doppler
Velocity Log – the DVL1000 – and
utilizing new electronics and
transducers, Nortek has been able to
increase bottom-tracking range from
75 m to 175 m in the new DVL500
Compact. Such DVLs are ideal for
achieving accurate subsea navigation
for ROVs and AUVs.

Firstly, vehicles without
significant payload space can still
accommodate a sensor that has
extended specifications. An example
here may be a small observationclass ROV such as the VideoRay
Defender or an AUV looking to push
into higher-altitude operations.
Secondly, large vehicles can also use
this sensor without compromising
on performance. An example here
could be the recent qualification
of Nortek’s DVL500 Compact onto
TechnipFMC’s Schilling Robotics
ROVs – allowing intelligent control
functions using a compact yet highperformance solution.

Last September, the Coastal Endurance Array began
rolling out a much-needed upgrade to its underwater
cameras. As part of this, Endurance Array innovator
Chris Holm engineered a camera built from off-theshelf components in order to meet the specific needs
of capturing environmental conditions and marine life
in proximity to the Endurance Array moorings. The
prototype was put in place on the inshore mooring.

The innovation was developed in multiple steps. Holm
first tried to salvage the original camera’s hardware and
reprogramme it with new software. Unfortunately, the
motherboard that controlled the camera was no longer
supported. It didn’t make sense to rebuild the camera
using an out-of-date motherboard, so instead, Holm
looked into finding a new underwater camera with the
capability to go into a low-power mode.
“Since the moorings run on battery power, the cameras
needed to be able to go into a very low-power sleep state
in between taking photos on the grounds that if the sleep
current is high, the deployment life is normally low. We
were, therefore, trying to find an off-the-shelf solution for
a way to go into low power.”
After some searching, Holm obtained a Raspberry Pi
High Quality Camera. Although the Raspberry Pi does
not come with native power management capabilities,
Holm found he could use Sleepy Pi, an add-on-board
from Spell Foundry to power the Raspberry Pi switching
on and off. For its launch, the camera was programmed
to autonomously take a burst of three images every four
hours. The system can also take photos when triggered
by a Data Concentration Logger (DCL) and can be partially
configured remotely. Future iterations will be fully
configurable remotely via the DCL.
The final touch to this first iteration was figuring out
how to turn the lights and lasers on and off. Holm used

The Endurance Array underwater camera attached to the
inshore mooring. Photo: Chris Holm, OSU.
a relay board from Waveshare Electronics to power the
original systems lights and lasers. The lights adjust their
brightness depending on the voltage being sent through
a signal line which is controlled by the GPIO pins of the
Raspberry Pi.
Altogether, the system is very suitable for the Endurance
Array’s needs and is a cost-effective, off-the-shelf
solution. The cameras also can be easily swapped out if
the Endurance team decides to upgrade the cameras.
Since this newly configured camera was put in place
in early September, Holm said, it has been performing
flawlessly, with the auto-exposure working well. Since this
mooring uses a cell modem to transmit data, the team
has been able to see the photos the camera is taking in
near real-time.
Once the formal approval process for the camera’s
integration and use across the OOI is completed, Holm
will be building more camera systems for the Endurance
Array to deploy on the offshore and shelf moorings during
the spring.
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A clearer view subsea

NEWS

SO N AR AS S I ST E D D I V I NG
According to the CDC, 3960 fatal
unintentional drownings, including
boating-related drownings, occurred
in 2020.
To locate the missing persons and
provide closure to families, it takes
dive teams time to assemble, gather
their equipment, and begin searching
sometimes vast bodies of water.
Searching via divers is not only a long
process, but it adds a considerable
level of risk to an already dangerous
assignment.
One way to avoid that elevated risk
is to use modern technology to help
aid in the search. Side Scan Sonar
technology allows a search and
recovery team to scan local waterways
quickly and produce a detailed image
of the bottom, regardless of water
clarity.
JW Fishers produces both a single

frequency and dual frequency side
scan as well as an affordable, and
highly advanced, Compressed HighIntensity Radiated Pulse (CHIRP)
system.
In 2020, Berkshire County purchased
a JW Fishers Side Scan Sonar
system. In May 2021 the Berkshire
County Sheriff’s Office was called to
assist local and state authorities in
searching for a man thought to have
gone missing in Pontoosuc Lake in
Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
The search began a day after police
received reports of a suspicious
vehicle in the parking area of Blue
Anchor Park. Items located in the
missing man’s vehicle prompted
police to launch the search.
Investigators believed it was unlikely
that the missing person left the
area by any other means and
launched a search of the lake with

the Berkshire County Sheriff’s Office,
Massachusetts Environmental Police,
and Massachusetts State Police.
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Inspection Cameras

LED Lights

The first day of searching lasted over
7hrs before it was determined that
more resources needed if the search
was to be successful. In the end, the
emergency services found the missing
New York man’s body.
JW Fishers contributed to the
recovery operation and for the closure
brought to those affected by the loss.
Lt. Thomas Grady stated “the side scan
has been a great tool; it has allowed
us to do our searches and only put
our divers in the water if we see
something that we want checked out.

Navigation
Cameras

It certainly allows us to cover much
wider search areas in substantially less
time and reduces risk to our divers
by only having them in the water
when we have a specific area/
target to confirm. The side scan
has been a valuable additional
resource for our team.”
A few of the many teams using
Fishers side scan sonars are
Columbia County Sheriff’s
Department in New York,
the Union Fire Company in
Pennsylvania, Webster Rescue
Squad in Massachusetts,
Livingston Parish Office of
Homeland Security in Louisiana,
Midland County Sheriff’s
Department in Michigan,
Wheeling Police Department in
West Virginia, Chautauqua County
Emergency Services in New York,
Miami-Dade Police Recovery Unit
in Florida and the US Navy’s EOD
Technology Division.

Police using Fishers' SAR Sonar

Teledyne Bowtech’s subsea cameras and lights have been fitted to manned and
unmanned submersibles for over 30 years, delivering invaluable bright light, clear
visibility and amazing images in the harshest environments and darkest depths.

Lasers
Tooling
Cameras
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TOW CAMERA
Certain types of survey require
high-resolution digital stills or
video imaging. The most common
arrangement normally involves
mounting cameras on AUVs or
ROVs.In order to reduce costs,
however, SubC Imaging has recently
developed a Tow Camera System.

has unforeseen drawbacks with the
designs being time consuming and
costly to develop and manufacture.

The use of static drop cameras
and especially towed systems
can provide a useful alternative
to underwater vehicles for some
subsea imaging applications. Being
towed behind a moving surface
vessel, the camera can move
considerably faster and with a much
smaller environmental footprint.

This led to SubC Imaging developing
its own tow camera system.

Some survey companies have
responded by designing their own
devices – mounting a collection
of components on a frame, but
often quickly find this approach

"While the idea was originally born
to help clients with marine benthic
monitoring, the potential of the Tow
Camera System is much broader.

These in-house subsea imaging
amalgamations often rely on trial
and error and often require constant
troubleshooting.

“We already had a top-quality 4K
and HD video and stills systems with
our Rayfin cameras as well as highperforming LEDs and lasers, and
knew the conditions in which they
performed best," said SubC Imaging
Founder and CEO, Chad Collett.
"Our main focus was designing a
frame and tow solution unlike the
drop and towed camera systems
currently in the market."

sensors while
enabling live HD video
and data to the surface.
“In operation, the system
has been designed to have little
to no contact with the seafloor” said
Collett. "This is achieved without any
active components such as thrusters.
The device
is built
around a rugged
hydro-dynamic frame designed to
withstand harsh ocean conditions
while providing a stable platform able
to maintain a constant altitude.
"The design allows the system to
manoeuvre over obstacles such as
rocks or fishing traps," said Collett.
"The ready-to-deploy system comes
complete with tow cable and Rayfin
camera and control software to
provide a real-time feed. It has a
NMEA sensor for logging GPS and
altitude data as well as input from
depth, tilt, and roll sensors.

"The intelligent design uses
hydrodynamics, buoyancy, a small
drag-chain and a clump-weight with
embedded altimeter to passively
control distance to seafloor from the
camera system. This ensures that
photos and video have a consistent
subject distance.

“Throughout the development, we
had discussions with other companies
to see how else this system could be
used. We've had interest from those
investigating archeological sites to
fisheries research, and conservation
projects. It can even be used for
search and rescue; really any kind of
ocean survey that requires consistent
transect imaging of the seafloor”.
In late 2020, SubC commenced its
testing programme. The company
had previously engaged two SubC
customers -- the Fisheries and Marine
Institute and the Government of
Canada’s Department of Fisheries and
Oceans (DFO) -- to give feedback.

After flume tank tests, the prototype
was modified and soon, the system
was ocean-ready. The first sea
trial took place in the Atlantic
Ocean, off the coast of Holyrood,
Newfoundland, Canada, together
with the Fisheries and Marine
Institute. Since then, a total of 4
sea trials have successfully taken
place and the device is now fully
commercial.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 49kg in air, -9 kg in water
Tow frame 1.2m wide, .48m dia
Max operating depth 380m
Clump weight 30kg
LiquidOptics FOV 82 deg
LED intensity 16000 lumens
50-60 000 lumen strobes
Cable 455kg working load
1500kf break strength
Winch speed
03m-5m/sec

It also comes with up to 410m of
Kevlar tow cable. SubC recently
partnered with a fellow Canadian
company to provide an optional
electric winch system.”
The product timetable incidentally
coincided with the development of
SubC’s new Boost-Power Comms
technology. This can transmit power and
data over a low-cost twisted-pair subsea
cable to provide enough power to drive
the camera, two LEDs, lasers, and other

The tow camera being launched
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The first iterations of the prototype were tested at the Fisheries and Marine Institute at Memorial University in
Newfoundland, Canada, home to the world’s largest flume tank. The tank can simulate underwater and near-surface
conditions up to two knots of water speed, making it the ideal place for early design assessment.
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A Vehicle Used to Search
all Environments...

•

Highly Portable

•

Commercial grade

safe and quickly with a JW Fishers
commercial grade ROV

•

High power LED lighting

•

1,000’ depth capability

•

(4) high output motors

•

Pan & tilt front AND rear

SIDUS
Sidus Solutions has developed a range of positioners
(rotators pan and tilts), cameras, LED lights and lasers,
the most recent being, the new SS474HDR-IP miniature
camera high definition IP wide angle camera.
This camera delivers clear full HD resolution video images
at 30fps with low latency (200mS typical) and good video
image quality under demanding lighting conditions. It has
a rectilinear lens that produces a wide 125deg angle of
view with no perceptible distortion (<2%). It also has 512
gigabytes of internal storage.
"The SS474HDR-IP is particularly suitable for applications
where the clearest and highest quality image is needed in
a very small form factor," said Business Area manager Larry
Hagstrom.
This mini-lightweight SS474HDR-IP is fully integrated with
automatic image processing which provides automatic
exposure, automatic white balance, adaptive noise
reduction and visibility enhancement. More than 24 hours
of the highest quality HD video can be recorded internally,
depending upon motion content and image complexity.
There are numerous additional manual adjustments that
are also supported via the web browser interface or third
party ONVIF control software.

cameras come standard
•
The SS474HDR-IP is rated for operating depths of either
300m or 4000m standard, with a 11 000m rated system
optional, and uses delrin, aluminum or titanium housings
with borosilicate domed ports. Other materials are
available for custom ordering.
The SS474HDR-IP uses very low power (1.6W typical) PoE
with automatic switchover to an 8-36V DC power supply.
It has a 1.7mm f2.4 lens with a fixed focus of 50mm to
infinity. The electronic shutter can capture 1/30-1/30 000.
It requires a minimum illumination of 0.04lux.
It allows three simultaneous video streams: 2x H.264 + 1x
MJPEG Independent Frame Rate & Bandwidth Control.
DARK SABER
To complement this light, Sidus has introduced its SS182
mkII LED light, otherwise known as the DARK SABER. This
is suited for lighting applications on inspection systems
and other operations where illumination and the ability
to scale and image is required.
"The SS182mkII provides outstanding brightness, warm
colour for subsea videos and its adjustable green laser
projector offers the perfect illumination solutions for a
vast number of applications," said Hagstrom.
"It has an output of 11 000 Lumens which is one of
the brightest off the shelf lights available. It has
a colour temperature of 4000K and a beam
angle of around 75deg. It only consumes 90
watts of energy at full power. The microcontrolled LED is flickerless with constant
current. It emits no acoustic noise so this
leaves nearby sonars unaffected."

Camera and lights
on a pan and tilt

Starting at $20,995

It features safe operations in air with
intelligent thermal management and is 35%
lighter than previous version. Light functions
(including strobing) can be controlled remotely via
analogue, control through digital inputs, over a serial
communication port and while being synced to a digital
still camera.

JW Fishers Mfg., Inc.
(800)822-4744
(508)822-7330
Email: info@jwﬁshers.com
www.jwﬁshers.com

synchronized to a digital still camera.
In addition to the LED light and high
intensity strobe, there is a 100mW
Line (fan) Laser, emitting a crisp
line with 90° fan. The light is depth
rated 4000m (6000m optional).It is
constructed of hard-coat anodized
aluminium with sapphire window. It
weighs 1kg in air (.65kgin water). It has
a length of 117mm.
A combination of cameras, lights, laser
or other sensor can be added to SS109
or SS250 pan and tilts or single axis
rotators for subsea observation. The

SS109HT has 14 foot pounds (19 Nm)
on each axis, and the SS250 has 65
foot pounds torque (88nm) both are
position accurate to within 0.1°
LASER
For deepwater pointing and scaling,
Sidus Solutions offer its SS501 as part
of the range. This uses a powerful
532nm green laser.
With several laser output choices
ranging from 5mW to 100mW, the
SS501 allows the user to select
the power optimal for a given
application. Additionally the SS501
features an integrated thermal
management system for reliable
operation in even the most extreme
environments. Optionally, the
SS501 can be configured with a 45
degree line beam (in water), which is
particularly useful for depth analysis.

The SS182mkII is field configurable allowing the operator
to satisfy exact operational needs. All light functions,
can be controlled remotely via analogue, or digital
inputs, over a serial communication port or while being
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Left: The TRUK – SS474HDR-IP Camera
Above: The SS501 Green laser
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SL4
3D at Depth has launched a new
laser scanning system that can
operate six times faster than
previously. This results in a shorter
deployment time and a consequent
reduction in total costs.
Up until recently, the metrology
provided by 3D at Depth has been
driven by its SL3 laser system. The
compact easily integrates into a
wide range of systems including
tripods, ROVs, AUVs, surface
vessels and diver systems. For
moving devices, the scanner has an
embedded MEMS inclinometer to
calibrate pitch and roll and create
real-world reference frames. This
overcomes the inability to “level” a
subsea sensor.
The SL3 produces a long-range beam
that projects laser pulses through
the water at distances of up to
45m depending on turbidity. These
beams are reflected off the target
surface and the scanner detects the
return.
From the time of flight, it is possible
to know the distance between the
scanner and each point on the
target. Steering across in a 1450 by
1450 grid (30deg by 30deg sectors)
can result in 2.1million point per
scan.
These 3D returns are processed
by the company’s proprietary
software and the cloud data can be
measured, analysed, and exported
into any existing GIS, CAD, and
analysis software. A single takes
around 5 minutes to collect and
process.
"Three years ago, this was

impressive and is still considered the
fastest way to collect larger areas of
seabed and highly repeatable XYZ
points," said Business Development
manager Julian Rickards.

and provide reports on how they
will connect in reality. This gives the
clients more flexibility and may take
survey off the critical path in some
cases.

"We have used it to carry out over
600 metrologies that started off
taking three hours of on bottom time
and comprising of two scan positions
to capture the entire metrology .

“Under some platforms, there are
assets that have been in place for 40
years but as circumstances change,
companies often need to re-route
pipes.

"Over the past few years, however,
3D we have been looking to make the
scanning process even quicker. The
result is the new SL4.

"Within complex environments,
the customer has to workout cost
-effective re-routing options.
"Traditionally, measuring even in
these in very congested complex
environments is done with taut
wire however this method can be
very complex and subject to human
error, even with experienced divers.
Conversely, even if there are 20 or
30 flanges on T or Y pieces, we can
just use our scanner to plot positions
with accuracy.

SL4
"After significant investment in the
technology development, the SL4
can scan the same 30deg x 30deg
sector, but with the time reduced
from 5 minutes to 52 seconds –or
even lower if there is a requirement
for lower resolution," said Julian
Rickards.
“It can scan 10 sectors in around
18 mins so in a typical operation, a
static scan position would take up
to 90 mins on average. If it was not
necessary to scan in certain positions,
this could be reduced to an hour.
This means that an entire metrology
it would maybe take a total of
3.5hours in reasonably clear water.
"This speed increase is not only due
to the scanner itself but the onboard
computing subsystem with its 1TB
internal solid-state drive.
"The ultra-high-speed compact
electronics enable more onboard
processing and averaging resulting
in single or multipoint LiDAR pulsed
returns which lower the range
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measurement to less than 1mm
or even lower depending on the
operational environment with much
faster scanning speeds.
"The rugged design supports a
variety of subsea workflows and
environments at depths up to 3000m,
with capabilities of depths up to
4000m upon request
“This has big implications for subsea
metrology. The SL4 provides a highvalue data set as well as a metrology

measurement in less than one-hour
which means a saving of 11-hours
on conventional Long Base Line
(LBL) metrologies which also require
an array installation and calibration.
"The shorter time also has
ramifications of the support
vessel, burning hydrocarbons. We
estimated that recently, we shaved
around four days off the time to
carry out one project which equated
to a good few thousand tonnes of
carbon dioxide.

APPLICATIONS
"Maybe 60 - 70% of our projects
concern spool piece metrology but
the SL4 significantly reduces the time
for other subsea construction survey
tasks," said Rickards. "Fast, high
accuracy 3D data collection for field
surveys, as-builts, and engineering
measurements are all possible with
the same tool.
"In other applications, for example,
before manifolds are installed, we
are able scan structures, fit sections
together in a computer simulation
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In addition, 3D at Depth recently
collected a fully remote metrology
offshore Australia, with the
companies staff controlling the
sensor and processing from the
UK and USA offices giving 24-hour
coverage to offshore operations.
PAN AND TILT
Complementing the SL4 is the
in-house designed for a Pan and
Tilt solution with performance
and power reduction for batterypowered vehicles or remote
deployment solutions as the
requirement.
It improves on quality and data
volume that is collected and if
required averaged.
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SMALLEST SUBSEA IP CAMERA
Just over two years ago OceanTools
set out to become the manufacturer
of the world’s most advanced and
modern range of subsea cameras.
The company recruited new design
engineers, sales team, production
managers and invested heavily in a
state of the art CNC machine shop.

Teledyne Marine has appointed
Seatronics as a distribution and
service partner for its Bowtech brand
of underwater cameras, lights and
underwater strobes.
CP30 Camera

Fast forward to the present day
and the company now has an
extensive range of cameras, lights
and the most advanced optical leak
detection systems.
"It is quite exciting how many new
innovations have been made in
camera technology and the level
of performance has improved
dramatically compared with even
two or three years ago” said Brian
Hector, Technical Sales Manager.
"One such innovation is the C3-30, a
compact two-megapixel HD camera.
We believe that this is the smallest
high-definition internet protocol
(HD-IP) camera on the market. The
camera is the latest addition to the
very successful C3 camera range
adding to the C3-10 (SD) and C3-20
(HD) cameras”.
C9-GigE

BOWTECH DISTRIBUTOR

These cameras have been designed
to be as rugged and durable as
possible with a scratch resistant
sapphire window or highperformance BK7 Glass, to suit a wide
range of underwater applications
including the main ROV navigation
camera, ROV manipulator and tooling
camera, rear facing camera or Diver
held camera.

provides underwater angles of view
up to 150deg diagonal, making the
C3 camera range one of the most
versatile in the world. The angles
achieved from the C3-WA have not
previously been available in the
market from a camera only 30mm in
body diameter.
C9-GIGE
OceanTools has also recently
introduced the C9-GigE camera
which the company designed in
conjunction with a key client.

The cameras are available in 30mm
diameter housings with standard
depth ratings ranging from 500m to
8000m, including 6000m-rated wide
angle (WA) variants.

Earlier this year,
OceanTools added
the C3-WA range
to its portfolio of
cameras, offering
customers a wide-angle
option that can be applied
to all variants of the C3 camera
including the SD, HD and IP versions.
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“Imaging technology is the at heart
of Teledyne’s business and since its
acquisition in 2015, the Bowtech brand

has formed a vital offering within our
portfolio of underwater positioning,
imaging and communication

The C9 range of compact monochrome and colour
underwater cameras feature a GigE Vision compliant
Gigabit Ethernet interface and global electronic shutter
with exposure control. The camera has a wide input
voltage range of 10–36VDC or 17–72VDC (PoE) and a wide
operating temperature range.
"We took particular care with the
optical design of the water corrected
optics to ensure both wide angle
viewing and minimal or no distortion
through the fully optically corrected
front viewing port," said Brian Hector.
"It was developed for ROV use; the
cameras are designed to be extremely
rugged and durable. The standard lens
is a 6mm manually adjustable unit
with manually adjustable focus and a
depth of field from 100mm to infinity”.

The focus is manually adjustable
with a depth of field from
200mm to infinity.

The optically correct front port

Seatronics will not only add to
Teledyne’s existing distribution sales
network by making products more
accessible to the market but also
strengthen after-sale care around
the globe making use of its regional
service centres in UK, Singapore and
USA.

C3WA and CS

LANDER

sensors,” William Egan, VP Sales
& Marketing at Teledyne Marine,
Imaging & Instruments.

OTAQ has recently built a second Seabed Lander for
the Unique Group. This is a modular subsea survey
platform that operates as a sledge, lander or drop
camera system. It is designed to be versatile and
scalable, accommodating multiple cameras, lights and
sensor configurations to suit individual deployment
requirements.

The 3 Megapixel camera is housed in
an anodised aluminium body rated
to 2000m supplied as standard, with
a 6000m rated titanium housing
available as an option.
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SPITTING COBRA
SUBSEA SOLUTIONS
Subsea tooling design house and
equipment distributor Deepsea
Solutions has developed a novel
underwater inspection device. It
is designed to maximise the time
spent underwater by incorporating a
number of inspection subsystems into
a single unit.
A number of companies offer
integrated lighting and camera
systems to carry out underwater
operations. One common limitation
of these
inspection
systems,
however, is that
the target is
often masked
by biofouling
that must
be removed.
This is often
conducted
as a separate
operation
before the
inspection
commences.
This
prompted
Deepsea
Solutions to
develop its Cobra
tool. The Cobra
is essentially a HD
camera and LED light
both incorporated into an
articulated 520 bar pressure
washer lance. This lance has a
hinge that provides 45deg tilt for
easier orientation.

sensors, depending on customer
requirements
The power and signal cables run
inside and are protected by the
tool body. As an option, the entire
steel tool can be delivered with a
protective polyurethane sleeveto
avoid scratches to subsea assets.
"The tip of the tool is machined
with standardised diameter ports to
accommodate a variety of devices
such as small lasers, cameras or
lights," said Magnus Lindberg VP
Business and Technology/ Co-owner
"The devices are secured in place by
a simple screw. "
Deepsea Solutions has a distribution
agreement with C-Technics and
as such, has selected the compact
CT3026 high definition colour camera
as the default imaging device.
"The CT3026 camera provides
distortion-free underwater images.
The low light sensitivity coupled with
the high resolution combine to make
an extremely versatile camera for
close inspection work," said Lindberg.
The standard light selected by
Deepsea Solutions is the CT4006 LED
with its 1100 lumen output.
In the middle, below the light/
camera ports, lies the high
pressure jetting nozzle. This

Subsea Solutions started life as a
conceptual design and consultancy
house specialising in developing
customised subsea tooling.
In recent years, the company has
worked with companies such as IKM
on their seabed resident ROV tether
management systems and larger
vehicles.
Another project carried out on behalf
of a customer was to develop an
electric grinder able to cut 50mm
lines such as guide ropes or rebar. The
cutting tool was designed for ROVs
that do not have hydraulic circuitry.
A second version of the cutter was
designed to cut rope. This, therefore,
has a clamping function to grab the
rope and keep it taut before engaging
the cutting discs.
Subseae Solutions are also working
telescopic actuator so that, say, once
an electric cleaning tool has been
completed, it can be retracted and a
scale tool extended for use.
"We start with a conceptual sketches
depending on customer requirements
then follow development through until
the final product is available on site,
said Lindberg.
"We often get the devices made
up by experienced third parties
manufacturers who can add their own
input to our designs. We do, however,
have our own engineering capabilities,
offering machine services and cabling.
The company is also active in the area
of sourcing of components and intends
to develop the sales/ rental side. It
already represents C-Tecnics in the
Scandinavian market.

The key to the basic design is that
it can be can be modified with a
wide variety of cameras, lights and
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Nortek continues its tradition
of enabling groundbreaking
technology development with
the introduction of a compact
500 kHz DVL.

Watch the video
to learn more!

nortekgroup.com
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can be connected to any subsea high
pressure washer. Indeed, the tool
comes with a variety of detachable
nozzles with different openings for
the removal of different types and
concentrations of marine growth.
The Cobra is offered by Deepsea
Solutions for sale or rent. Typical
applications include examining
platform jackets the would require
remove debris away to expose
welds. Deepsea Solutions plan to
incorporate a graduated scale on the
outer surface of the body so that it
can be placed next to the target to
allow measurements.
The Cobra lance is 1m in length and
has a 76mm diameter. It weighs
4kg in air and can be operated in
water depths exceeding 3000m. It
is designed to be held in a ROV's
manipulator jaws and as such It
comes with a Fishtail, T and D
Handle.

21.01.2022 12:14

While the Cobra has ability to
incorporate the three devices in
one tool, Deepsea Solutions has
also looked to take this idea one
step further.
The result is the multi tool which
consists of an Acetyl housing
able to accommodate up to 4
mounting holes for sensors.
This means that the tool can be
delivered with 16 configurations,
depending on the ROV task at
hand.
One popular combination is an
FMD sensor that can be used in
combination with a camera for
applications where the operator
needs to detect water ingress
inside tubulars.
The cameras allow the user to see
where the probe is placed while
the jetting nozzle cleans the area
before contact.
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AVAILABLE SENSORS INCLUDE
• HD CAMERAS
HD inspection camera analogue and
IP.
• LED LIGHT
Up to 3200 lumens of LED light
• LASERS
Lasers used for scaling during
inspections
• HP JETTER
Up to 520 bars of high pressure
• DISTANCE MEASURING SENSOR
120 meter range
• FLOODED MEMBER DETECTION
Acoustic FMD sensor
• HEADING, PITCH AND ROLL
AHRS sensor
• INCLINATION MEASUREMENTS
AHRS sensor
• THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS
Cygnus thickness probe
• TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Analogue temperature sensors
• PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
Analogue pressure sensors
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3D VISUAL INSPECTION
Arnauld Dumont, DimEye
ROV accessories. They undeniably
provide additional comprehension
of the scene by projecting a line
that "follows" or "scans" the object's
surface when flying, thus giving
relevant visual information about the
shape.

In recent years, HD cameras
have been universally deployed
underwater to provide highquality observations of the marine
environment and looking at
industrial equipment such as subsea
oil and gas assets. The image quality
has been improved by developing
higher resolution sensors (1080p and
4K ) and software for post-processing
the video files through filters and
other tools.
While direct vision may give useful
information about the colour and the
texture of the object and potentially
its global shape, this information
cannot be relied upon when looking
for anomalies. There, interpretation
is biased by many other factors, such
as angle of vision, light and lack of
scale.
This prompted DimEye to develop
the Video Laser Scan system. Using
off-the-shelf subsea HD cameras
and laser line projectors, it provides
additional information to the visual
inspection without data capture
additional costs.
The process consists of three main
steps.
The first is the high-definition video
that can be seen in real-time and
from which high-resolution pictures
can be extracted later if required.
Recently, there have been notable
improvements in image quality and
this trend is likely to continue.
Not only has the sensor resolution
increased from Standard Definition
(SD) to High Definition (HD), but
some cameras can now capture in
low light. There are also new filters

A black homogeneous surface
without and with laser projection.
The lower image shows a break with
the laser line
and software allowing sharpen
images in poor visibility.
The image, however, gives only the
directly visible information from its
angle of view, including any impact of
the local conditions (obstacle, poor
visibility, particles and fish in the
water).
The second step is the addition of
a laser plane projector to create
a line when intersecting with an
object. Such laser plane or laser line
projectors have been thoroughly
used across the subsea industry and
are well integrated into all standard
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Typical mounting of the VLS on the articulated arm of a Work Class ROV (left) - Calibration Tool (centre) - Subsea
Calibration Data Processing (right)

Adding the laser line may show
breaks almost impossible to detect
or understand (at least to certify or
quantify) in the image without the
laser line.

The entire process can be detailed as follows:

There are,
however,
limitations, such
as when the laser
hits the surface
perpendicularly
and shows almost
no deviations
although the
surface seems
ridged.

Once the VLS sensor is calibrated, and the survey
video captured, the Photogrammetry 3D Least Square
Computation (also called “bundle free-network
adjustment”) is providing the 3D coordinates of
remarkable points and geometrical features, as well as the
3D coordinates and orientations of the camera locations.
Finally, on every single image, thanks to the calibration,
points can be triangulated on the laser line.

A critical aspect of
such inspections is
identifying a trend
over the years
and predicting the Laser hitting the surface
perpendicularly
future in order
to make relevant
decisions about possible repair or
replacement. Unfortunately, there are
no stable references and without 3D,
it is only possible to make guesses.

In this, every image of the HD video file includes a laser
line which can be used to triangulate points at a selected
density. Because the image is taken at a minimum of
30 frames per second (up to 60) and the camera moves
slowly, the density of the laser line (or the resolution) can
be extremely high, up to a maximum of one line every

This need for 3D Analysis initiated the
development of the Video Laser Scan
Technology, based on the combination
of Photogrammetry and Laser
Triangulation Techniques, with two
additional requirements:
• working in 'free-flying' mode
• using 'off-the-shelf' subsea cameras
and lasers

First, an HD camera and a laser line projector are rigidly
mounted on a bracket and their relative positions and
orientations are determined by a subsea calibration.

The third and final step is 3D modelling and the generation
of cross-Sections.

Cross-Section over 3D Model with superimposed texture
(left) 2D Cross-Section on 0.5-inch square grid (right)

0.3mm @2sigma. (approximately the limit of the subsea
measurement accuracy).
One point every 0.3 mm along the laser line also makes
a global resolution of 0.3 mm. Note that this point cloud
can be sent directly to Finite Element Analysis (FEA) if
necessary.
With the Point Cloud, it is possible to create a 3D Mesh
and generate a Cross-Section at any location. The crosssection will provide about the global shape, the size, and
shape of any anomalies and the evolution over the years.
While the images show different Flex Joint 3D Inspections,
the same technology and the same methodology can
be applied to any other component a such as Mooring
Chains, Anodes, and Welds.

Besides the fact that this technology uses only off-theshelf subsea hardware (cameras, lights, and lasers), and
is 'Plug & Play,' it is also notable that any vehicle can be
used to support the VLS System, such as workclass ROVs,
observation ROVs, mini-ROVs UAVs Crawlers and, of
course, divers

Comparison over the years showing the evolution with
corresponding measurements
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POLLUTION CONTROL

SYSTEM 003

BUBBLE BARRIER

Since it first launched its floating
garbage removal system three years
ago, the Ocean Cleanup has upgraded
the design to System 003, which is
expected to be the blueprint design
for scaling into a fleet.

One way of mitigating offshore noise
is to create a bubble curtain by
pumping air through a perforated
tube.
This bubble wall reflects the acoustic
pulses of piling operations back
towards the source and stops the
sound spreading outwards.

The Ocean Cleanup is a non-profit
organisation developing and scaling
technologies to rid the oceans of
plastic. It recently announced a proof
of technology after collecting trash
from the Great Pacific Garbage Patch.
The recent system 002, or “Jenny,”
has repeatedly harvested plastic,
from tiny debris fragments to
immense ghost nets. From nine
test extractions, the organisation
collected a total of 28,659 kg (63,182
pounds) of plastic from the ocean, of
which 9,014 kg (or 19,872 pounds)
was removed in a single haul.
The Ocean Cleanup intends to remain
operational with System 002 until
deploying System 003. The design of
System 003, which at a length of 2.5
kilometers (1.5 miles) is expected to
be three times larger, will incorporate
some insights collected from the
System 002 test campaign.
Additionally, all carbon emissions
from the System 002 campaign
will be offset with the aim of
reaching carbon neutrality and,
in collaboration with Maersk, the
organization is experimenting with
low-carbon fuels for support vessels.
Based on findings from
previous test campaigns,
the organization
expects to
deploy
fleet of

One Dutch company, The Great
Bubble Barrier, however, has used
the same technology for a quite
different purpose.
When placed at the bottom of
the waterway, the bubble curtain
creates an upward current which

In parallel with the open seas, the
Ocean Cleanup has also looked at
stopping plastic from entering the
ocean via rivers. At the heart of the
effort is the Interceptor.

a
ten
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The catchment system is designed
to work in harmony with the bubble
curtain to collect and retain plastics.
Following collection, it will be
removed for processing and reuse.
The Bubble Tubing is made from
PVC rubber tubing and is ideally
suited to application in a wide range
of locations according to the flow
dynamics of the river or waterway.

Part of the Ocean Cleanup project has
looked at modelling the movement of
plastic in the ocean to develop a greater
understanding of the issues.

systems capable of reducing 50% of
the gyre every five years.

The Interceptor is a large barge
that sits in the middle of the river.
Floating waste is guided towards
the opening of the interceptor by a
long barrier. A conveyor belt then
carries the collected rubbish up into
a moving shuttle in the main body of
the system, depositing the waste in

carries any plastic to the surface
where it can be collected. By placing
the Bubble Barrier diagonally across
the river, the natural flow of the
water will push the plastic waste
and into the catchment system.

The group has now developed the Ocean
Cleanup Plastic, a computational model that
tracks millions of virtual plastic particles
on their path of leaving the continents and
accumulating in the garbage patches or on
beaches.
large bins. Local operators monitor
progress via smartphones. The
Interceptor is 100% solar-powered,
operates day and night without
any noise or fumes, and under
optimal conditions can extract up to
50,000kg of waste per day.

Using dispersion models, the group can
compute and predict plastic trajectories in
the ocean, and using data from our latest
river model, we can calculate the probability
of it reaching the ocean.
As is the case with every model, the Plastic
Tracker does not show what will happen
with 100% certainty. It has its limits.
Importantly, the Plastic Tracker does not
accurately show what happens with nonbuoyant plastic. But whether a plastic sinks
quickly at the bottom of a river or reaches
the garbage patches – it is still polluting.
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Bubble wall
The air is supplied by electric
compressors.

HYDROGEN

HYDROGEN STORAGE
Tractebel has developed what it claims as
the world's first offshore infrastructure and
processing facilities concept for the storage
of hydrogen in offshore caverns. The design
study outlines a scalable offshore platform
for the compression and storage of up to
1.2 million m³ of hydrogen.

NEW

offshore can be bundled. This
significantly reduces the overall costs
for future projects,”

Underground salt caverns will be used
as storage and buffer for the hydrogen
produced offshore, before the gas is
transported via the pipeline network to the
onshore grid and finally to consumers and
customers.
This offshore platform complex consists of
a wellhead platform for the operation of
the caverns and a series of compression
platforms that enable a staged increase
in capacity. If required, the plant can also
be expanded in the future by additional
modules. The study assumes a capacity
equivalent to converting 2 GW of green
offshore wind power into hydrogen.
Extensions and individual adaptations are
possible at any time.

rates reach an industrial scale.

The newly designed storage and
compressor platforms process
400,000 Nm3/h of hydrogen, which
is stored in underground salt caverns
at a pressure of up to 180 bar. These
storage facilities buffer production
peaks, optimise flow rates and
therefore enable a more economical
design of the export pipeline.

The North Sea is well suited for
the solution due to its geological
conditions and underground
rock salt formations. Caverns are
leached in these formations to
create large storage volumes.
The study assumes a total
storage volume of up to 1.2
million m³ as a starting value
for efficient peak coverage of
offshore H2 production rates.

Green hydrogen from offshore wind
energy is becoming an important
component of the global energy
transition, but current hydrogen
production technologies will only make
an effective contribution if production

Offshore caverns can buffer the
renewable energy produced
in the form of hydrogen and
therefore balance out the
divergence between energy
production and demand profiles.

CCS

3400-OTS

SUB-BOTTOM
PROFILER

•Compact Size: 77 x 33 cm
•Light Weight: 21 or 26 kg

Offshore compression and storage hubs
such as these can further increase the
flexibility of upcoming offshore hydrogen
production. As the compression effort
decreases at the wind farms’ electrolysis
plants, so too shall the cost for offshore
hydrogen production sites in general.

•Impactful: Up to 80m
penetration
•Wideband Chirp: Up to 4 cm
resolution
•Loaded: Pitch, Roll, Heave &
Depth Sensors
•Versatile: Dual Frequency
transmission & Pipeline
survey mode

“Centralised offshore hydrogen hubs
also facilitate the integration of smallerscale hydrogen production, which is to
be expected within the scope of capacity
expansions while re-powering offshore
wind farms in the future," said Klaas
Oltmann, Director Business Development
at Tractebel Overdick.
At the same time, they offer an
economically viable option, as the export
and compression of hydrogen produced

Pole Mount!
Compact & Light

Full system including Micron Modem, Battery
Modem, Top Box and Dunking transducer
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The Norwegian Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy has
received applications from five
companies in connection with
the announcement of two areas
associated with injection and

storage of CO2 on the Norwegian
continental shelf.
These companies are Norske Shell,
Equinor, Horisont Energi, Northern
Lights and Vår Energi.
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HYDROGEN

HYDROGEN TURBINE
Hydrogen Turbine 1 (HT1) is
Vattenfall's latest hydrogen
demonstrator project which will
involve installing hydrogen production
equipment a wind turbines at its
Aberdeen Offshore Wind Farm
(AOWF). Located 2-5 km off the
Aberdeenshire coast, in an area of
7km2 in water depths from 20-30 m, it
also known as the European Offshore
Wind Deployment Centre (EOWDC),
The offshore wind farm (OWF)
began generating power in 2018 and
has an installed energy capacity of
96.8 MW consisting of 11 x 8.8MW
turbines supported by an industry first
three-legged suction bucket jacket
foundations.
Vattenfall are now looking to
demonstrate the feasibility of offshore
hydrogen production by installing
hydrogen generating equipment on
an extended transition piece platform
at one of the Aberdeen turbines. It
will utilise electrical power generated
from the existing WTG B06 to produce
hydrogen which will be transferred
to shore via an 8in maximum internal
diameter flexible flowline.
The hydrogen equipment installed
on the turbine will comprise the
electrolyser, desalination equipment
and compressors. These will be
housed in separate 40 ft (12.19 m)
shipping containers with additional
cooling where required. The platform
to support this new infrastructure will
be installed on the transition piece
of the turbine, extending the current
platform to provide sufficient area.
A new j-tube will be installed to route
the flowline from the transition piece
to the seabed, and extraction and

Offshore Wind
Renewable Energy
Virtual Course

2nd & 3rd March 2022

Building on our international reputation for ocean and marine
engineering and science training, the SUT is once again offering a
short course in Offshore Wind Renewable Energy,
in conjunction with Cranfield University.
The course will be delivered over two online interactive 4-hour sessions
by Industry and academic experts, with an emphasis on the practical applications.

The course is designed for:
• Professional non-engineers who would benefit from understanding the offshore wind energy industry
• Engineers and technical staff who are new to this sector or making the transition from another industry

Hydrogen Turbine layout
discharge pipes will extend from the
equipment into the water column.
Seawater will be abstracted from
the immediate vicinity of the WTG
and desalinated. The desalinated
water will then be electrolysed using
electricity from the WTG to produce
hydrogen and oxygen.
The oxygen will be released to the
atmosphere and the hydrogen
transported to shore by a buried
flowline. Wastewater from the
seawater abstraction and desalination
process will be discharged back to the
sea via a discharge pipe in the water
column in the vicinity of WTG B06.
The hydrogen transmission system
from the WTG to the onshore storage
facility is expected to consist of a
single flexible flowline, from the
hang-off location on the turbine
foundation to the onshore tie-in
location. The flowline is anticipated
to be a an unbonded 8” internal
diameter pre- fabricated onshore
and installed from a carousel or
reel drive system on an appropriate
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vessel. The flowline will be initiated
from the landfall location, where it will
be terminated at a connection point
onshore.
The vessel will lay the flowline along
the route corridor to WTG B06 where
the second end of the flowline will
be pulled through the new J-tube to
the turbine foundation where it will
be terminated and connected to the
hydrogen production system. Prior to
flowline installation a pre-lay grapnel
run or other seabed preparation may
be required, depending on seabed
conditions.
Following flowline installation,
appropriate pre-commissioning
activities will be performed to confirm
the integrity of the system prior to
burial. Pre-commissioning of the
flowline is anticipated to be completed
by standard procedures using typical
pre-commissioning fluids such as:
• Fresh water (flooding pre-lay)
• Filtered and treated seawater
(cleaning, gauging, strength test)
• MEG (dewatering)
• Nitrogen (dewatering).

The course will be delivered over two online interactive 4-hour sessions by Industry
and academic experts, with an emphasis on the practical applications.
Topics to be announced.* Previous virtual Offshore Wind Courses have included:

• Wind and the Net Zero Challenge inc Deepwater Floating Potential
• Planning, Environmental Studies, and Approvals
• MetOcean/Weather: UK and NW Europe Focus inc Deepwater
for Floating Technology
• Fixed Bottom Offshore Structure Design and Integrity
• Offshore Site Investigation and Seabed Site Foundations
• Construction and Cables
• Floating Wind Structures
• Completion, Post Installation, and Ongoing Operation
*sessions subject to change

Cost (excluding VAT where chargeable)
£325 - SUT members
£415 - Non-members

CPD Credits available
To book your place go to bit.ly/32a8xKZ
or contact events@sut.org www.sut.org
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EEEGR, OES, IMCA and EIC members will also benefit from the discounted member price!

GULLFAKS A 1982

BALDER

Originally developed for deep waters
200-357m and especially for the soft soil
conditions of the Norwegian Trench
They built a few of these monsters.
Pushing the limits of RC design with FEA
and automated reinforcement detailing.
The ballast system was tested by sinking
the structure to target depth in the
fjord, prior to deployment. This went OK,
mostly......
It was rebuilt as a concrete structure. I was
on the hook up. Just off of Stavanger. We
stayed in a barge in the old harbour,ferry
out and back each day. Great days.
I worked on the first three Condeep’s in
Stavanger in the 70’s….Beryl A, Brent B and
Statfjord A. Those were pioneering days!
Remember preparing drawings and
calculations for similar 1974 to 1978
for U.K. sector of North Sea Conrete
Prestressed Post Tensioned Insitu
slipforming to create these structures. At
TaylorWoodrow Construction
Following this work, I was proud my former
initial company Taylor Woodrow together
with Costain formed another JV and
got added to bidders list for the Subsea
T-Tank for BP Harding circ. 1995. This
Followed me showing the RNAD Coulport
Floating Jetty GA Drawings Jetty with its
underwater brace to the BP Managment
Team which I was a member of for
McDermott Engineering Europe Limited.
At TWC I previously had drawn many
details for GBS and BG Topsides framing
between 1976-1978 during many prepared
tenders for various North Sea Jobs. I thank
messrs: Jal Birdy, Moise Gunary, Bernard
Langshaw, Roy Warren, Bill Stubbs, Farouk
Habib and others for this invaluable
experience.

Work on the FPSO at the Inchgreen dry dock by Bouygues Offshore's subsidiary UIE
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BERYL

DAI HUNG
n 1975 the single point mooring on
Mobil’s Beryl field broke free during
a storm. This led to Mobil installing a
second single point mooring.
In 1985, this too broke free. The top
50m of it parted from the concrete
base, effectively leaving a 900t
section floating free in the North
Sea. Fortunately, the base fell in the
opposite direction from the platform,
leaving the pipelines undamaged. This
was deemed unrepairable.
Also the Fulmar SALM broke free at
wedges at the base of the mooring
column in 1988, after 7 years on
station. Weather conditions at the
time, although severe, were below
the mooring survival design criteria.
The Fulmar SALM breakaway made
headlines news.
I would be interested to hear more
about the two Mobil SPM failures.
Hopefully the moorings on the new
generation of Floating Wind Turbines
will last longer than the past
We were on the Beryl B when that
happened in 85. Bobbed around a bit.
The oil and gas industry was where
many of these designs were first seen
and bitter lessons resulted.
Whilst offshore wind does not have
people or hydrocarbons (but possibly
flammable gases - hydrogen in the
future) we must learn as we have
multiple units offshore, and we put
people at risk to rescue a situation
Helping clear the subsea debris after
the 1985 incident was one of the
campaigns I worked on back in the
day.
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BHP's Dai Hung floating production platform with the drilling rig in the
background.
The platform was converted from Hamilton Bros' Deep Sea Pioneer at
Far Ease Levingston Shipbuilding
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SEDCO 135

BOET

In 1977, the Sedco 135J arrived from Halifax, Nova Scotia and began
working on Claymore.

I have probably spent many a happy hour on
Argyll platform as well as moving rigs around it for
Hamiltons, just goes to show that what was subsea
was a different story!

Weight limits on the British Argyll A-frame and a
planned six month life meant no anodes were fitted. It
was put on the seabed under the Argyll floater and the
OIM described it as a " fifty ton battery" as a result.

British Offshore Engineering Technologies Subsea
Separator - Designed with Hamilton Bros Oil & Gas
Built by Strachan and Henshaw

The subsea separator part worked fine, as did the
subsea pump, but the umbilical kept breaking
electrical cores at the bottom of the moon pool
hangout arch.

BOET Subsea Separator Pilot Unit. BOET was a JV
between Strachan and Henshaw and Humphries and
Glasgow. 1986 to 1987.

I was an undergraduate trainee at S&H and did my first
ever offshore trip in September 87 to the Argyll floater
to figure this out and report back to S&H.
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MONTROSE

CETUS

The Computerised Exploration and Technical Underwater Surveyor (CETUS)
having completed a 3-day trial on Occidental's pipeline in the Hoxa sound
near the Orkney islands.
The Cetus was 2.4 metres long 1.4 metres wide and 1.2 metres high. It
incorporated a TV camera and a search camera with pan and tilt. It also had
a stills camera with a 250 shot magazine.
The equipment included an altitude sensor, depth echo sounder and
directional gyro
The Cetus was designed and developed by UL S marine engineers following
operational experience with the TROV vehicle in 1976. The trials included
some bottom profiling UN pipeline tracking with video recordings being
made of the trials.
The control of the subsea system was provided by digital computer with
navigation provided by a separate computer based transponder system.

Hmm, electric thrusters, rate
manipulator çant see any sonar, pre
1980?
Yes on all counts. I joined ULS
1977/78 and Cetus 1 was already
operational while No.2 was in build.
CETUS 1. Built and operated by ULS
out of Stonehouse in Gloucester.
Cetus 2 was sold to Wimpol in
Swindon.

That would be my first rig the
Montrose Alpha 1988, We had a
wooden helideck, accommodation
was basically wood, normal
dormer house windows in each
room. We had two roughnecks
fully manual rig, pick a side, Then I
went to NW Hutton and went WTF,
however we were all very fit, no
Gym required, in fact if you were
caught in the Gym (don't even
know if they had one) you would
have been run off... Great days
indeed. Thanks for posting UT2
Subsea
That's Montrose. We installed a
pipeline between it and Arbroath
about 18 years ago and I have
never seen such a scaffold pole
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strewn seabed when we did the
spools installation. Either there
was a huge storm that collapsed
a large scaffold structure or the
workers on there had javelin
throwing contests with scaffold
poles. I think the Arbroath end
was the worst. Poles 100m from
the platform so those conservative
dropped object calculations are
actually realistic!
Looks to be Montrose Alpha....I
managed for Rick Macon &
Gerry Olsen between 89-91 the
installation and upgrades for
new gas compressors, MOLs. KO
drums, new exhausts etc, general
upgrades and new process train
for new Arbroath products, as well
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as retrofit risers for arbroath oil, gas,
WI etc. Replacement of Montrose
Alpha old wooden accommodation
and helideck for new steel. Amoco
Co. Rep for Installation of new
arbroath platform......those were
the days, way before recent Repsol
MonArb ALE Mods
"Sleepy Hollow" as it was known
in the Santa Fe days. Pump room
was through the bulkhead from the
cinema - you could time the other
shifts connections while watching a
film on reel to reel with a polystyrene
cup of ice cream and butterscotch
sauce!!
Montrose A, recognise the comms
tower on the corner

APACHE

HAVEN

The first Tripod Tower Platform
was installed in July 1986 for
Unocal Netherlands as the Helder
'B' platform. In June 1989 it was
removed from its location, returned
to an onshore fabrication facility for
refurbishment, modifications and
recertification and reinstailed for the
development of the small Haven oil
field in September 1989.

completed 3 December 1989.
The reusability of the structure is
evaluated in relation to the original
design concept and the development
planning for a single season
completion is discussed.

Production from the field
commenced 15 November
Production from the field
commenced 15 November 1989
and the second horizontal well of
the two well development was
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The platform is now called Q1/
Haven-A, and was installed in its
current location in 1989 after
having served as Q1/Helder-B
between 86 and 89. The platform
will cease production this year and
Herema has been contracted to
remove it. The very same company
that installed it. I think they're
installing the power cable between
Haven and Q1/Helder-A in this
picture.

Some of us on the Clients side could
not get away from that ship: Central
Brae; Scott; Staffa replacement &
Birch ( all bar Staffa Duplex Flowlines
included, CB 1st UK sector, after
Tommeletien in Norge).
Hiccups when when sponsons were
added reducing roll period and
initiating crack growth on ramp
support truss Total Alwyn extension(?);
and new Cegelec DP system issues
(FIPS?!), both happily resolved, former
with a surge tank on the fo'cs'tle
head).
One memory of maybe one of the last

uses of the tug and bridle, live beam
restraint, was being requested by
my boss on the beach to insist on a
welded abandonment head for Staffa
replacement laydown, during what
we might optimistiacally call marginal
conditions, and for which I would
never dreamt of discussing with Mr.
Beavers. The replacement pipeline
was laid alongside /on top of the
existing line.
A final memory was a central Brae
WI line was found from touchdown
monitoring to be on top of an erratic
boulder, that was not known from
sidescan survey, unbelievably. So the
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vessel backed-up, re-reeled and relayed.
Stena (Coflexip) was a great Company in
those days. Qudos to BBeavers and the
Westhill team.
Great ship - great technology (ahead of its
time) - great pipe lay teams - the catalyst
for Stena Offshore’s / Coflexip / Technip’s
subsea success for many years to come globally
Apache. A great competitor to Allseas’
Lorelay in the 1990’s that was the first DP
s-layer. I use to do the reel capacity checks
during my days with Allseas to determine
our competitiveness for North Sea projects.

CLAYMORE

ELGIN

This photo of ELGIN PUQ & ELGIN
WHP A is superseeded since ELGIN
WHP B and connecting bridge were
installed in 2013 near WHP A. During
the detail engineering phase a gas
leak on ELGIN WHP A happened: the
two new platforms, WEest Franklin
also, were sgnificantly modified
with almost all flowlines becoming
"future installations": both new
platforms were designed with API
10000 / 15000 psi rating. DN 18" x
75 mm thk headers and DN 8" x 35
mm flowlines. Each of DN 18" ESDV
was weighing 32 t: a DN 8" check

Looks like it has the jacket clamps..
Claymore in the 1980s
Claymore memories, roughneck
Bawden drilling (1978) diesel OBM.
Occidental Claymore
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valve API 15000 was weighing 13
t. Topside engineering by Basis
Engineering (Rosetti Marino): was a
real challenge from piping / layout
/ handling & maintenance point
of view. I was the Piping & Layout
project leader
Elgin and Franklin reboot of McD
in London using TPG500 idea used
for BP Harding . I did installation
engineering for 2no WHP. Upending
Link Plate with Ray Steel West Ham
supporter at Saipem U.K. Ltd Lygon
Place
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Elgin TPG 500
Was on Orelia for all the subsea
hyperbaric welding tie-ins. 99/2000.

VARG FPSO

CLANSMAN

Yeah, I remember the launch bash at
Kippie. Hastings was bemused because
he couldn't understand what all the
tech was about or what it was for.
Clansman out of SubSea Offshore with a very expensive bespoke LARS
for extreme heavy weather West of
Shetland.
We had no CAPEX that year, so I
negotiate an 'expensed' contract with
Mobil North Sea for the project to go
ahead - unusually big day rate needless
to say!
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years to complete. We knocked up the
Clamsman software and
Control system hardware in a few
months on Keith & Dave’s invisible
budget!
Filling the soft buoyancy tanks on the
Examiner was a real test of nerves
The Clansman, or Warrior if working
stateside. That system on the Jack
bates was excellent, a very nice place
to work. an enclosed hanger with
moon pool door.

We had Pioneer ROVs when West of
Shetland with Subsea Offshore. Think I
still have my log book in the cupboard
somewhere!

Lewis Murray MacQueen Yeah, there
was certainly a feeling that Clansman
would not go down well in US.

It’s predecessor the ‘Examiner’ was
a work of epic proportions. Software
written in OS9 RTOS that took a team

Clansman, garaged system housed in
its own hanger type arrangement and
moonpool launched. Great system and
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dealt with plenty bad weather.
was a good place to work. As were all
the WofS projects. Subsea really did
have some great equipment on that
project.
If my memory is correct I'm sure the
garaged Clansman system installed
on the Jack Bates also had a second
system onboard as a back up?
Garaged Clansman / Warrior 4 was
still on the Jack Bates in Western
Australia working for HESS in
2009/2010 and a few years after that
I think.
Was there on the Jack Bates that
time if I remember correctly (
Clansman ) ? Used to watch it being
launched down through enclosed
moonpool for the RoV

FRIGG TP1

SLEIPNER

Sleipner SLT - the first large jacket
to be installed using suction anchor
technology that Sonsub pioneered
with help from Saipem and at
the time Statoil. If I recall we had
2 x Challenger WROVs and 2 x
MRVs. One WROV on each bucket
to ensure that the structure was
installed in a controlled manner. It
was a “challenging” scope but with
pioneering remote intervention
technologies Sonsub exceeded Client

and Saipem expectations. Great
ROV Teams made this project a
huge success and would lead to
a new standard for installation
projects globally. A lot of front
end loading pre project in terms
of risk assessments and modelling
certainly pays results
First upended jacket installation
founded using “suction can” type
foundation system . Remembering
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the “ penetration team “ being
assembled in the reception at Lyon
Place prior to this operation 1997
seem like yesterday
Suction anchors on a Jacket….trail
blazing
S70000 about to upend a jacket
worked on her for 18 months

Frigg TP1 built at Ardyn point
and then taken to Loch Fyne for
installation of MSF and other
modules
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BALDER,

CENTAUR

Balder, inchgreen dry dock Greenock
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Had innovator 3 as the Rov on top.
Mobilised in the gulf of Mexico then
sailed to the Hudson River and had
weeks sitting Along side visiting
Newyork. Some great times. ROGER
Buddy

Centaur from Sonsub - below
INNOVATOR ROV

I believe they broke up Centaur
around 2007/8 and tried fitting the
tracks and pumps to Sedna. Not too
sure how well it went, but next time
I saw sedna she'd been converted to
full 250 Innovator spec and was being
used as an ROV only - think she's been
on the Samson for the last 6 or 7
years.

Centaur aint it?... worked on this
briefly in the Singapore yard, with mr
Yorston and mr Geddes :-) ... this was
when 9/11 happened and I could not
get back to the Polar Prince in the
Black Sea

Blew the bottom of the Sonsub pool
out. Not mentioning names.

Until I opened the pic I tbought it was
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that horrible piece of shite T500
everyone’s nightmare!!!

SCOTT

Scott ..as I remember my old boss,
Rick Green at Heerema ( who
installed it) telling me about the
seabed template/ frame with jacket
stabbed over
Launch Jacket for the Scott PD
Platform. Installed by Heerema´s

The Harbour Island fabrication site. Work begins on the
roll-up of the 6500t outer panels of BP's Pompano Jacket.

POMPANO
60

BP VK-989 Pompano at Harbor Island.
38,000 tons.

Thialf/DB102 as well as the Lift Jacket
for the UQ platform. Each jacket was
stabbed onto four underleg piles. The
eight underleg piles were installed by
Heerema's Hermod in 1990 using the
template/frame Jon is referring to.

Dual roll up based on Jim Haney’s
method.

Definitely the BP Pompano jacket
that was completed in McDermott’s
Harbor Island yard in 1994. Was
installed in 1,290 ft. wd. Viosca Knoll
Blk 989.

Correct. It sat there stuck due to
strand jacks.

Danny L. AGREE -Utilized strain jacking
method to pull bents up into position
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The unique and first time ever
simultaneous dual roll up designed
by the great one “Jim Haney”

Virtual Subsea
Awareness Course
SUT is delivering a 15-hour (over 5 days) foundation-level
virtual Subsea Awareness Course presented by leading
industry figures. This course is CPD Approved.

TRANSWORLD 58

28 March - 1 April 2022
Interactive Sessions will run from 10am-1pm
The virtual SAC is aimed at new entrants who are already technically
qualified but just entering the offshore energy industry and/or the
subsea sector; technically qualified experienced personnel undergoing
a technology transfer and conversion process into the subsea sector;
and non-technical personnel from legal
or finance sectors who regularly deal with the subsea sector.

Sessions will cover:
• Subsea production equipment & systems
• Flow assurance
• Pipelines & Risers
• Constructions & Installation
• Met Ocean
• Renewables and future technology trends
• Operation, maintenance & Decom

Cost (excluding VAT where chargeable)
£715 - SUT members
£845 - Non-members
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To book your place go to https://bit.ly/SUT-VSAC-Mar2022
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or contact events@sut.org www.sut.org

Transworld 58 entering or leaving Nigg
?
Its definitely HiFab at Nigg. I think
the jacket under construction maybe
Ninian ?
That’s the dry dock gate on the
dolphins at the left side of the rig .
Definitely
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LENA GUYED TOWER

POLYMARINER 1978
Preparing for work on Statfjord. Fle floating crane is manoeuvring a Mantiwoc 'Ringer' into positon.

Exxon Lena platform , the first
compliant tower platform, and now an
artificial reef.
Aker H4
Hey Don, remember the, 'Communal
Showers'? If my memory serves me,
about 12 folk could shower at the
same time, just like the old football
changing room showere, or, am I
showing my age?!! Changed days,
eh.

guyed tower!!

I was on the Treasure Hunter which
was replaced by the Treasure Finder
in the Brent’s in the early eighties.
That’s showing my age. Lol.
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NOBLE MAX SMITH
No, it isn't the best photo in the world but you rarely see a 3-leg floater.
Part of the EVA 4000 programme, apparently.

My first offshore job was Noble on
the Paul Romano in '98. Fresh out of
the Navy. Great rig. Great crew.

SEA QUEST

guys in rooms the size of a walk-in
closet! Today’s hands don’t know how
well they have it!￼

Spent time on Sedco 135F and Sedco
135H early days. Memories.
Derek McGillivray I remember those
bunks. There were like six or eight
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TERN

ANGUS
If it is Sea Quest it sadly ended its
days burning down after a shallow
gas blowout off Nigeria after BP
had sold it.
One of my first trips offshore
back in 2005 was on a 3 leg semi
in Nigeria, it was the scarabeo
3. Or scabby 3 as it wasn’t in the
greatest of conditions at that time,
eh Vernon Hay
Sedco 135 Charlie before it blew
out off Nigeria? ?
They look so small against today’s
generation.
The old Sedco series of rigs. A lot
of them build in Halifax. The only
one still around - I think, I saw in
2019 in mossel bay SA
Sandy Black Could be, it has the
same layout as the Sedco I, was
on it during its time off Tarragona
in 82.
Spent nearly 5 years on 3 legged
Scarbeo-3 in Nigeria 2005-2010 for
Vetco running Wellheads & XT’s
for Addax Petroleum I could write
a Book
Good memories from 1974 to
1978 on the Sedco A&E in Borneo i
see in the photo the Clyde stiff leg
crane had fun keeping it running.

Angus 002 which I was involved
in building, commissioning and
operating while spending 2 years
as a Technician at Heriot Watt Uni.
which was then in the Grassmarket
in Edinburgh, Fun times as we had to
make it all up as we went along!!

ducks’ wave power project while
at Uni. Never thought I’d wind up
working with ROVs

I remember DAVID, diver assisted
vehicle for inspection deployment,
used it in the Frigg

Rover and Angus were still on the go
at HW Univ. in the late 70’s. I seem
recall the smaller of the two was
meant to be carried and launched
by the larger ROV. It was an early
attempt at an AUV but the issue
was the overall size due to batteries.
Some keen thinkers on the case at
the time.

Did David not get stuck in the
Condor's moon pool and wrecked
when the weather blew up?
Herriot Watt Uni had a shed in the
yard in Vickers Oceanics yard edge of
Water of Leith.
I remember seeing Angus at HeriotWatt when I visited their ‘nodding
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Looks like Angus from Heriot Watt,
About 1978, Robin Dunbar was very
involved with it.

The jacket was built at RGC's Methil yard. At the time,
Tern was the UK's second deepest oil platform when it
was installed in 167m of water. The deepest was Magnus
- 19m longer. The 20 000t Tern platform was the heaviest
built for barge launching. Add to this, an extra 1200t of
buoyancy.
Now this is where it gets a bit confusing as it was not
the heaviest total weight to be launched. That record,
however went to the 19, 500t Murchison which also
included an extra 6200t of buoyancy.
Tern Jacket: Wasn't that the jacket that ran away when
they push/pulled it onto the barge and was only stopped
from flying off the end by the cross member striking the
barge's pump house?

if I remember correctly, the French were operating push
pull system and Dutch managing the barge stability, but
they were 1 hour out of sync, jacket crossmember hit
wheelhouse and barge bottom hit sea bed, 1m pup piece
had to b put in to repair damage
This exposes the myth of needing to install, 'floating' wind
turbines in waters 60-150 M deep.
Aye 18months, great platform. Poor location having to
travel through the Shetlands though
Worked in fab hall in Fife which supplied 100mm thick
Tern node cans using 1500t press and auto sub arc. The
ripple effect on supply chain business and tax revenue
should force local content rules from OGA.
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SMART SUBSEA SOLUTIONS
Delivering data in most adverse conditions: underwater
acoustic modems with advanced communication
technology and networking
Accurate USBL and LBL positioning of underwater assets
Modem emulator and other cost-saving developer tools
Autonomous surface vehicle for bathymetry, monitoring,
search & rescue, and AUV support
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